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Toward a Female Liberation Movement 

Part I 

by Beverly Jones 

Woman's steady march oriward, and her growing desire for a 
broader outlook, prove that she has not reached her normal 
condition, and that society has not ye~ conceded all that 
is necessary for its attainment. 

(Introduction, A History of Woman Suffrage., 1889) 

The Manifesto 

For a middle aged female accustomed to looking to militant youth for radical 
leadership it was a shock to read the Women's Manifesto which issued from the 
female caucus of the national SDS convention last summer.* Here were a group 
of "radical women" demanding respect .and leadership in a radical organization 
and coming on with soft minded NAACP logic and an Urban League list of grievances 
and demands. One need only substitute the t'l1ords 'white' and 'black' for 'male' 
and 'female' respectively, replace references to S.DS with the city council, and 
rememberall the fruitless approaches black groups made anj are still making to 
local white power groups to realize how ludicrous this ma;~.i.festo is. 

To -paraphrase accordingly, 
1) Therefore we demand that our brothers on the city council recognize that they 
must deal with their own problems of white chauvanism in their personal, social, 
and political relationships. 
2) It is obvious from this meeting of the city council that full advantage is not 
being taken of the abilities and potential contributions of blacks. We call upon 
the black people to demand full participation in all aspects of local government 
from licking stamps to assuming leadership positions. 
3) People in leadership positions must be aware of the dynamics of creating 
leadership and are responsible for cultivating all of the black resources available 
to the local gover~~ent. 
4) All University administrations must recognize that campus regulations discri
minate against blacks in particular and must take positive action to protect 
the rights of black people. 

And so on. The caucus goes on to charge New Left Notes with printing material on 
the subject, developing bibliographies, and asks the Nqtional Council to set up 
a committee to study the subject and report at a future date! 

There is also a rather pathetic attempt on the part of the caucus to prove its 
credentials by mimicing the dominant group's rhetoric on power politics. Thus 
there insues some verbiage about the capitalist world, the socialist world, and 
the third world in which it is implied that women are somehow better off under 
socialism. 

It must have been disappointing indeed to the women who drew up the •analysis 
of women's role" and ipsisted it be printed verbatim in New Le.ft Notes. to find 
Castro quoted the following month in the National Guardian to the effect _that he 
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is assuredly grateful to the women of Cuba for having fought in the hills and 
otherwise aided the revolution, but now all that is past and ~.;omen's place is 
once again servant to husband and children, in the home. 

In a plea to the Women's Federation to hold down its goals of female i~tegration 
into the greater Cuban society, he said, but "Who will do the cooking for the 
child who still comes home for lunch? Who \'lill nurse the babies or take care 
of the pre-school child? Who will cook for the man when he comes home from work? 
h7ho will v1ash and clean and take care of things?" 

The Nomen's Manifesto ends, and again vJC '"ill substitute ·~.;hite' for male and 
'black' for female. 

"We seek the liberation of all human beings. The struggle for the liberation 
of blacks must be part of the larger fig~t for freedom. (A line which could 
better have been uttered by the city cnrru.-nission.) We recognize the difficulty 
our brothers >-.'ill have in dealing with \vhi te chauvinism and ~..,e assume our full 
responsibility (as blacks) in helping to resolve the contradiction." 

And lest the men get upset by all this wild talk, or even think of taking it 
seriously, the women add a reasuring note. 

"Freedom nov;! t.\!e love you!" 

What lessons are to be -learned from this fantastic documen:-, the discrimination 
which preceeded it, and the unchanging scene which followed? I think the lessons 
are several and serious. I'd li~e to list them first and discuss each one 
separately. 
1) People don't get radicalized (engaged with basic truths) fighting other 
peoples' battles. 
2) The females in SDS (at least those who wrote the ~1anifesto) essentially reject 
an identification with their m·m sex and are using the language of female p0wer 
in an attempt to advance themselves personally in the male power structure in an 
attempt to advance themselves pc;rsonally in the male power structure they are 
presently concerned with. 
3) That for at least two reasons radical females do not understand the desperate 
condition of women in general. In the first place as students they occupy some 
sexy, sexless~ limbo area whe~e they are treated by males in general with less 
discrimination than they will ev9r again face. l~d in the second place, few 
of them are married or if married have children. 
4) For their own salvation and for the good of the movement, '~Tomen must form 
their own group and work primarily for female liberation. 

1. PEOPLE JJP~C!_ _[JET_ RADICALIZ~_D. FIGHTING OTHER f!f-O"f~§_~_!JATTLES 

No one can say that women in the movement lack courage. As a matter of fact they 
have been used, aside from their clerical role, primarily as bodies on the line. 
Many have been thrown out of school, disowned by their families, clubbed by the 
cops, raped by the nuts, and gone to jail with everyone else. 

~'1hat happened to them throughout the movG!llent is very much what happened to all 
\'ThiteS in the early CiVil rightS dayS • V7hiteS acted. OUt Of moral p~incipleS 1 . 

many acted couragously, and they became liberalized but never radicalized. Which 
is to say, they never quite came to grips with the reality of anybody's situation. 
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It is interesting to speculate on why this should be the case. At least one 
recison, it seems to me, .is that people who set about to he.lp other people 
generally manage ·to main~ain important -illusions about our society, how it 
operates, and what is required to change ~t. It is not just that they somehow 
manage to maintain these illusions, they are compelled to maintain them by their 
refusal to recognize the full measure of their own individual oppression, the 
means by which it is brought about, and what it would -take to alter their conditio8. 

Any honest appraisal of their mm condition in this society would presumably lead 
people out of logic, impulse, and desire for self preservation, to shoot at the 
guys who are shooting at them. Namely, first of all, to fight their own battles. 

No one thinks that poor whites can learn about their own lives by befriending 
black people, however laudable that action may be. No one even thinks that P.oor 
whites can help black people much, assuming some might want to, until they first 
recognize- their own oppression and oppressors. · Intuitively we grasp ·the fact 
that until poor whites understand who their eneniie.s are and combine to fight them 
they can not understand what it is going to take to secure their freedom or any
one elses. And no one seriously doubts that if and when the light dawns upon them 
collectively, · it will be, in the first instance;. their battle they .will fight. 

We understand · this intuitively but __ ,.,rhite students in the early civil rights days 
would not have done so. They thought they were really getting a thorough education 
in .the movement, that they were really helping, that . they ::mew in ·what limited 
ways the society needed changing and what was necessary t o obtain those limited 
changes, and they were thoroughly shaken by Black Power, which said in effect: 
you don't understand anything. They also thought in those dim days of -the past, 
that they as white students had no particular problems. It was more of less 
noblesse oblige. · Enlightment soon followed, at least for some white male students. 

One. of the best things · that .ever happened to black militants happened when they 
got hounded out of the stars-and-stripes, white-controlled, civil rights movement, 
when they started fighting for blacks instead of the American Dream. The best 
thing that .ever happened to potential white radicals in civil rights happened . 
when they got thrown out by SNCC and were forced to face their own opp.ression in 
their own \'rorld. ~r;rhen they· started fighting for control of the universities,_ 
against the draft, the war, and the business order. And the best thing that may 
yet happen to potentially ·radical young women is that they will be driven out of 
both of these groups. That they will be forced to stop fighting for the "movement" 
and start fighting primarily for the liberation and independence of women. 

Only wheh they seriously undert~ke this struggle will they begin to understand 
that· they a:ren't just ignored or exploited--they are feared, despised, and 
enslaved. 

If the females in SDS ever really join the battle they will quickly realize that 
no sweet-talking list of' grivances and demands, no appeal to male conscience, 
no behind-thG-scenes or in-the-home maneuvering is going to get power for · women. 
If theywant freedom, equality, -and respect they are qoing ·to have to organize and 
fight for them ·realistically and radically. 
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2. RADIC;lL FEMALES ESSENTIALLY REJECT AN IDENTIFICiiTION WITH THEIR SE'X AND ·USE 
THE LANGUAGE OF FEfvJALE LIBERA'.L'ION IN AN ATTEl'.fPT '1'0 .ADVANCE THEMSELVES PERSONALLY 
IN '!HE fJ.flL.E PGr•lER STRUCTURE OF THE MOVEMENT. 

It is hard to understand the vlcr.ten' s manifesto in any other \'la.y. It reeks of the 
bourgeois black who- can't quite identify with the lame and mutilated casualties 
of the racist syste~; who doesn't really see himself as an accidental oversight 
but as a genetic mutation; who takE:s it upon himself to expl:'!in problems he 
doesn't understand to a power structure that could care ·l 2ss ; who wants to fight 
for blacks .but not very hard and only as a member of the city council or perhaps 
one of its lesser boards. 

If the women in SDS want study committees on the problems of women, why don't they 
form them? If they want bibliographies, why con't they gather them? If they w~nt 
to protest University discrimination against >vomen, why don't they do so? No one 
in SDS is going to stop th~~- They can even use SDS auspices and publish in NLN~ 
for a while anyway. 

But that isn't what they want. They v1ant to be treated like "white people" and 
work on the problems important to white people like planning, zoning, and 
attracting industry, or in this case the war, the draft, and university reform. 

The trouble with using the language of black or female liberation for this purpose 
- essentially demanding a nigger on every committee - is -:: •·"o-fold. In the first 
place it is immoral - a Tom bet=aya l of a whole people. JL the second place it 
won't work. 

There is an almost exact para llel between the role of women and the rcle of black 
people in this society. Toget~· l(?r they constitute the great maintenance force 
sustaining the white American male. T:1ey wipe his ass and breast feed him when 
he is little, they school him in his youthful years, do his clerical work and 
raise his .and their r eplacements l a ter, and all through his . life in the factories, 
on the migrant farrr.s, in the resturants, hospital, offices, and homes, they sew 
for him, stoop for him, cook for hil~, clean for him, sweep, run errands, haul 
away his garbage, and nurse hL~ when his frail body falters. 

Together they send him out into his own society, shining and healthy, his mind 
freed from all concern with the grimy details of living. And there in that unreal 
world of light and leisure he becomes bemused and confused with ideas of glory 
and omnipotence. He spends his time saving the world from dragons, or fighting 
evil knights, proscribing and enforcing la~.-;s and social systems, or just )?Jaying 
with the erector sets of manhood--build ing better bridges, computers, and bombs. 

Win or lose on that playground, he likes the games and wants to continue playing -
unimpeded. That means that the rest of the population, the blacks and females, 
who maintain this elite playboy force , must b2 kept at their job. 

Oh, occasionally it occurs to one or another of the most self conscious, ~elf 
confident, and generous v1hite men that the syste:n could be changed. That it 
might be based on something other than -rnce or sex. But what? ~~o would decide? 
Might not the change affect the rules of the game or even the games themselves? 
And where would his place be in it all? It becomes too frightening to think 
about. It is less threatening and certainly less distracting simply to close 
ranks, hold fast, and keep things· the v.1ay they are. 
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This is done by various techniques, some of which are ~ sprinkling the barest 
pinch of blacks and women over the playground to obscure the fact that it is an 
all white male facility; making a sacred cow out of horne and family; supporting 
a racist and antifeminist church to befuddle the minds of the support force and 
to divert what · little excess energJ is available to it; and most importantly, 
developing among white men a consensus with regard to blacks and females and 
a loyalty to each other which superse1as that to either of the other groups or 
to individual members of them, thus turning each white man into an incorruptable 
guard of the common "Vlhi te male domain. 

The gist of that consensus which is relevant to the point at issue here is, 
1) Women and blacks are of inherently inferior and alien mentality. Their minds· 
are vague, almost inchoate, and bound by their personal experiences (scatter
brained, or just dumb) . They are incapable cf truly abstract, incisive, logical, 
or tactical thinking. 
2) Despite or perhaps because of this inferior mentality women and blacks are 
happy people. All they ask out of life is a little attention, somebody to screw 
them regularly, second-hand cadillacs, new hats, ~resses, refrigerators, and 
other baubles. 
3) They do not join mixed groups for ~~e stated purposes of the groups but to 
be with whites or to find a man. 

On the basis of these consensus points ,.,hi te male society rests easy when it 
excludes blacks from positions of responsibility. On the nasis of these same 
considerations SDS leadership res ts easy when it excludes -·:e!!lalcs from positions 
of responsibility. And, it is difficult t c understand how females in SDS think 
a little fussing will move them to the inner circles of power when the . most 
significant and often violent social revolution in our country still leaves 
blacks limited almost exclusively to t.~e beautification and b·i-racial committees 
of municipal goverr~ents. 

3. FOR AT LEAST TWO RE.t1SONS RADIC.4L WOMEN DO NOT REALLY UNDERSTAND THE DESPERATE 
CONDITIONS OF f.iOMEN IN GENERAL. A. In t he .f1:rs t place, as students,. they occupy 
some sexy, sexl-ess, l imbo territory where they are treated by t he administration . 
and by maZes in general wi t h Zess discriminati on than they wiZZ ever again face. 

It may seem strange but one of the main advantages of a female student, married 
or unmarried, with or without children, is that she is still public. She has in · 
her classes, in her contacts on campus, the opportunity to express her ideas 
publically to males and females of all rank. ·Indeed, she is expected to do so -
at least in good schools, or in good seminars. Anyway, she has this opportunity 
on an equal basis with men. 

Moreover, her competition with men, at least scholastically, is condoned·--built 
into the system. This creates in the 0irl an illusion of equality and harmony 
between the sexes very much as a good integra t ed s chool (where students visit 
each others ·homes even for week ends a~d are a lways polite) creates in the 
black the illusion of change and the faith in continued good relations upon 
graduation. 

These female illusions are further nurtured by the social life of students. 
Since many live in dorms or other places where they can not entertain members 
of the opposite sex, most social intercourse of necessity takes place in pUblic 
I mean that people congregate in coffee houses, pubs, movies, or at parties of 
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the privileged few with off-ca.."'lpus apartrn;:;nts or houses. Anc since most 
students are unmarried, unsure of themse l ves , and lonely, they ~re constantly 
en the make. Thus they dance with each other and talk with each other. The 
conversation between the sexes is not necessarily se~ious or profound but it 
takes ~lace, and, as we have said , takes place , in the great main, oublicly. 
Each trys to find out mere about the other, attempts to discover what future 
relations might be possible between them, tries to impress the other in some 
way. 

So that the female student f eels like a citizen, like an individual among others 
in the body politic, in the civil s ociet y , in the world of the intellect. What 
she doesn't understand is thct upon graduation she is stripped of .he r public 
life and r e legated to the leve l of priva te pr operty . Ens l avenent is her fare
well present. As things stand now she is doomed t o become someone 's secret~ry, 
or someone's nurse, or s omeone's wife, or someone's mistress. From now on if 
she has some .contribution to make to society she i s expected to make it privately 
through the man who owns some p~rt of her. 

If as a secretary she has a criticism of the firm she works for and a money
making idea of improvement for the company, she certainly doesn't express her 
view publicly at the board meeting of t~e firm, though she may be there taking 
minutes. Nor does she speak to her boss about it at an office party or in any 
other public place. She is expected rather to broach him in privnte, in a 
self-effacing manner, indicating tha t she pr obably doesn' ;. rea lly know what 
she is talking about but it seems to her •.• 

He then proposes the idea t o the boar d and receives both the credit and the 
raise or promotion. And th ·2 peculinr t'Nis t is that this holds ·~qually true even 
if in passing he mentions that the i dea was brought to him by his secretary. 
For in the eyes of the board ; as in t he eyGs of all male society, the female 
employee has no independent identity . She be longs t o the boss as a slave belongs 
to his master. If slaves are excepti ona lly productive , the slave holder is 
given credit for knowing hm" to pick them anct how t o work them. Slaves aren't 
promoted to . fre e men and fem~le secre t aries aren ' t promot ed to executive positions. 

But slavery is an intricate business. As an institution it cannot be maintained 
by force alone. Somehow or other slaves must be made to conce ive of themselves 
as inferior beings and slave holders must not be permitted to falter in the 
confidence of their superiority. That is why female secretaries are not permitted 
to offer puplic critic ism. He>'H long, a fter all, could the system survive if in 
open public exchange some women even in their presen·t dmvntrodden position, 
turned out to be smar t er than the men tvho emp l oy therr:? 

'~at is feared most is that wonen, looking out at their natura l surroundings, 
\'Jill suffer a reversa l of perspecti ve like t ha t o:1e experiences l ooking a t 
optically ba lanced drawings 1-:he~0 background S'.lddenly becomes subj ect. Tha t 
one day looking at men and woPlcn in f ull blown stereotype a ,.,omen ~oJill suddenly 
perceive individuals of varying ability , hones t y , -:.oJarrnth , and understanding. 
Trfuen that day comes her master stands before her stripped of his historical 
perogative just another innividua l with individua l attributes. That has ponder ous 
implications for their relationship, f e r all of society. 

In the \oJorld of the graduated and married this situation is f orstalled in 
perhaps the most expeditious way. Men simply r e fuse to talk to women publicly 
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about anything but the most t:::ivial affairs : home , cooking, the weather, her 
job, perhaps a local school bo.::cr d election, etc. In these areas they are bound 
to be able to compete and if t hey f ail -well , men aren ' t supposed t o know any
thing nbout those things anywc.y. They're r eally just trying to give :the girls 
a little play. 

But even that routine has its cangers. ·Nomen are liable to change the topic, t o 
get to something of substc.nc2 . So generally to be c.bsolute ly safe men just don ' t 
talk to women at all. At parties they congregate on one sice of the room, standing 
up as befits their condition and position (desk workers in the main) and exhausted 
women (servants and mothers) ar e left pr opped up by girdles, pancake make-up,and 
hair .spray, on the couch and surrounding chairs. If the place is big and informal 
enough the men may actually go into another r oom, generally under the pretex of 
being closer t o the liquor . 

Of course, most women don ' t nnderstand this game f or what it is . The new-comer 
to it often thinks it is the women who withdraw and may s eek out wha t she imagines 
to be the most stimulating company of the men. When she does, she is quickly 
disillus.ioned. As she approaches e c.: r;h gr oup of men the ccmw~rsation they ,..-er e so 
engrossed in usually dies. The indivi dua l me~ers begin to drift off - to get 
a refill, to talk with someone they have just noticed across the r oom, etc. If 
she manages to ensnare a r esidual membe r of the group in conver sation, he ver y 
soon develops a nervous and distressed look e n his face as though he had to go 
to the bath r oom; and he l eaves as soon as possible, per r.:·t" )S t o maka that trip . 

There is another phenomenon not to be confused here. Na~ely , men being stimulated 
to show off in the presence of an attractive f~aale , to displ c.y in verbal exchan~e 
what they imagine t o be their monstrous cleverness. But the rules of this game 
require the women to stand by semi-mute, just gasping and g{ggling, awed, and 
somewhat sexually aroused. Th0 verbal exchange is strictly between the men . Any 
attempt on the woman's part to become a participant instead of a prize breaks up 
the game and the group . 

This kind of despe~ate attempt by men. to defend e -,eir power by refusing to 
participate in open public discus sion v!ith women ;·10uld be amusing if it were not 
so effective. And one sees t~e beginnings of it even now, while still students , 
in SDS meetings. You are allowed to participate and to speak, only the men stop 
listening when ¥OU do. How many times have you s een a \oJOrnan enter the discussion 
only to have it resume at the exact poir.t from which she made he r departure , as 
through she had never said anything at all? How many tirn8s have you seen men get 
up and actually walk out of a r oom ,,,hile a woraan speaks, or begin to whisper to 
each other as she starts? 

In that kind of a hostile, unresponsive atmosphere, it- is difficult for anyone 
to speak in an orggnized , stringent manner . Being insulted she becomes angry, 
in order to say what she wanted to say and not launch an attack upon the manners 
of· her "audience," she musters the energy t o control her t emper , and finally 
she wonders \'Thy she is bothering at aJ,l since no one is listening. Under the 
pressure of all this extraneous stimulation she speaks haltingly , and if she gets 
to the point at all hits it obliquely. 

And thus the male purpose is accomplished. Someone may comment , "Hell, that is 
kind of interesting but it is sort of beside the main point here.·- Or, whoever 

· is in charge may just look at her blankly as if, "What vias that all about?" 
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The conversation resumes and perhaps the woman feels angry but she also feels 
stupid. In this manner the slave relationship is learned and reinforced. 

Even if the exceptional case is involved--the woman who does sometines get up 
front--the argument holds. I knmv whom you are thinking about. You are thinking 
about the girl who has thirty IQ points over almost anyone in the group and 
therefore can't be altogethP.r put do'~<m. She is much to intelligent, much t~To 

valuable. So she is sometimes asked by the male leadership to explain a plan 
or chair a meeting and since it is obvious that she is exercising male-delegated 
authority and because she is so bright people will sometimes listen to her. But 
have you ever known the top dog in an SDS group to be a woman, or have you ever 
known a \'loman to be second in command? !-Iave you ever seen one argue substance or 
tactics with one of the top males in front of the full group? She may forget her 
place and do so, but if she c1oes she receives the same treatment as all other 
females. The rules may and sometimes have to be streched for the exceptional 
but never at the price of male authority and male control. 

Of course, being a student, having not as yet come under the full heel of male 
domination, and not identifying with ~vomen in general, you may vim'l SDS group 
dynamics somewhat differently. You may grant the male domination but think it 
is a · function of the particular males in command or you may grant its existence 
but· blame the women for not asserting themselves. 

Hi th regard to the first assumption let me point out that. 1lmost all men are 
iiwol ved in the male mystique. No matter hm'l unnecessar~' ;_ t may be, particularly 
for the bright and most able runong them, each rests his _ego in some measure on 
the basic common denominator, being a man. In the same way TJ.7hi te people, 
consciously or unconsciously, derive ego support from being ~·Thi te and Americans 
from being American·. 

Allowing females to participate in some group on the basis of full equality 
presents a direct threat to each man in that group. And though an individual 
male leader may be able to rise above this · pers.onal threat he cannot deviate 
from the rules of the game without jeopardizing his own leadership and the 
group itself. If he permits the public disclosure in an irrefutable manner, of 
the basic superiority of half of the women to half the men, of some of the woman 
to some of the men, he breaks the covenant and the. men \•Till not follow him. Since 
they are not obliged to, they \<Jill not suffer this emasculation and the group 
w'ill fall apart. 

To think that women by asserting themselves individually in SDS, can democratize 
it, can remove the factor of sex, is equally silly. In the first place the men 
will not permit it and in the second place, as things ·stand now, the women are 
simply incapable of that kind of aggressive individual assertion. The social
ization process has gone too far, they are already scrambled. Meeting after 
meeting ·their silence bears \-Ti tness to their feelings of inferiority. ~·Jho knows 
what they get out of it? Are they listening, do they understand what is being 
said, do they accept it, do they have reservations? Would urging them to speak 
out have any effect other than to cut down their numbers at the next·. meeting. 

The Limbo 

Though female students objectively have more freedom than most older married 
women their life is already a nightmare. Totally unaware they long ago accepted 
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the miserable role male society assigned to them: help-mate and mai ntenance 
worker. Upon corning to college they eagerly and "voluntarily" .flood the gre a t 
service schools: the college of education, the college of nursing , the depart
ments of social work, physical therapy, counseling, and clinical psychology. 
In some places they even major in home economics. 

Denied most of them forever is the great discovery, the power and beauty of logic 
and mathematics, the sweeping snytheses, the perspective of history . The 
academic education in these service schools varies from thin to sick-two semester 
courses in history of Western civilization, watered down one-quarter courses on 
statistics for nurses, and the rnurnbo-jumbo courses on psychoanalysis. 

It is no wonder that women who may have come to college with perfect confidence 
in themselves begin to feel stupid . They are being systematically stupified. 
Trying to think without knowledge is just a cut above trying to think without 
language. .The wheels go around but nothing much happens. 

The position of these women in college is very much like the position of black 
kids in the black public schools . They start out with the same IQ and achievement 
scores as their white counterparts but after the third year they begin to lag . 
further and further behind in both measurements. Those blacks still around to 
graduate from high school usually measure at least two years below graduating 
whites. Of course, black kids blame the discrepa~cy on the schools, on the 
environment, on all kinds of legitimate things. But always there is the gnawing 
doubt. It is hard to believe the schools could be so dif:!: f~rent; white women, 
being at the same school and from the same families understand that they are 
simply, though individually, inferior. 

But that is not the only ~eason female students are scrambled. They are also in 
a panic, an absolute frenzy, to fulfill their destiny: to find a man and get 
married. It is not that they have all been brainwashed by the media to 'tlant a 
husband, split level house, three children, a dog, a cat, and a station wagon. 
Many just want out . frorn under their parents. They just can't take the slow 
slaughter anymore but they don't have the courage to break away. They fear the 
wrath of the explosion but even more they f ear the ensuing loneliness and 
isolation. 

Generally a single girl's best friend is still her family. · They are the only 
people she can rely upon for conversation, for attention, for concern with her 
welfare, no matter how misdirected. A.~d everyone needs some personal attention 
or they begin to experience a lack of identity. Thus the big push to find the 
prince charming who will replace the chains with a golden ring. 

But that is not as simple as it may seem. It is not proper for women to ask men 
out. They are never permitted the direct approach to anything. So women must set 
traps and, depending upon their looks and brains, that can be terribly· time 
consuming, nerve-racking, and disappointing. Thus the great rash of nose jobs, 
the desperate dieting, the hours consumed in pursuit of the proper attire. There 
is skin care, putting up one's hair each night, visits to the hairdressers, _ 
keeping up with, buying, applying, and taking off make-up, etc. The average 
American woman spends two hours a day in personal grooming, not including shopping 
or sewing. That ·is ·one-twelfth of her whole life and one-eighth of the time she 
spends awake. If she lives to be eighty, a woman will have spent ten whole years 
of her time awake in this one facet of the complex business of making herself 
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So women use each other as best they can under the circumstances, to keep out 
the cold. And the blood~pacts of childhood where one swore not to ·reveal a 
secret on ·penalty of death turn into barg?.ins about not leaving each otl1er until 
both are lined up for marriage. Only these later pacts are never believed or 
fulfilled. No woman trusts another because she understands the desp~ration. 
The older a woman becomes the more oppressive the syndrome. As one by o~e her 
contemporaries marry she begins to feel the way old people must when one by one 
their friends and relatives die. Though an individual .in the latter condition 
is not necessarily burdened ,.,i th a sense of failure and shame. 

So there you have the typical coed, ignorant, suffering from a sense of infer
iority, barely perceiving other women except as mindless, lonely, and terrified. 
Hardly in any condition to aggressively andindividu?!.lly fight for her rights 
in SDS. It seems, in a way, the least of her problems. To solve them all she is 
fixated on marriage. Which brings us to the second arm of this discussion, the 
point we raised earlier .• 

Z. FOR Tl-10 REASONS, RADICAL WOMEN DO NOT REALLY UNDERSTAND THE DESPERATE CONDITION 
OF WOl'1EN IN GENERAL. B. BECAUSE SO FEW ARE MARRIE:Dl OR IF MARRIED HAVE NO CHILDREN. 

No one would think to judge a marriage by .its first hundred days. To be sure there 
are cases of sexual trauma, of sudden and violent misunderstandings, but in general 
all is happiness; the girl has finally made it; the past is but a bad dream. All 
good things are about to come to her. And then reality sets in. It can be held 
off a little as long as they are bot.h students and particularly if they have money 
but sooner or later it· becomes entrenched. The man moves to insure his position 
o~ power and dominance. 

There are several more or less standard pieces of armament used .in this assault 
upon wives but the biggest gun is generally the threat of divorce or abandonment. 
With a pluc~y woman a man may actually feel it necessary to openly and reapeatedly 
toy with this weapon, but usually it is sufficient s~ply to keep it in the house 
undercov' r somewhere • . we all know the bit, we have heard it and all the others 
I am about to mention on television marital comedies and in night club jokes; it 
is supposed to be funny. 

The husband says to the wife who is about to go somewhere that doesn't meet with 
his approval, "If you do, you need never come back." Or later, when the process 
is more complete and she is reduced to frequent outbreaks of begging, he slams 
his way out. of the house claiming that she is trying to destroy him, that. he ·can 
no longer take these endless, senseless scenes; that "this isn't a marriage, it's 
a meat grinder." Or he may simply lay do\'m the law that God damn it, her first 
responsibility is to her family and he will not permit or tolerate something or 
other. Of if she wants to maintain the marriage. she is simply going to have to 
accommodate herself. 

There are thousands of variations on this theme and it is really very clever the 
way -male society creates for women this pre-marital hell so that some man ·can save 
her from it and control her ever after by the threat of throwing her back. 
Degrading her further, the final crisis is usually averted or postponed by a 
tearful reconciliation in which the wife apologizes for her shortcomings, namely 
the sparks of initiative still left to her. 
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attractive to men. It is stagge·ring to think what that figure would be if one were 
to . . include the endless hours spent looking through fashion .magazines, shopping 
and ~indow shopping, discussing and worrying about clothes, hair style, diet, and 
make-up. Surely one fourth of .a woman's waking. time would be a conservative 
estimate here. Twenty years of wakeful life! 

So, one-fourth of ·a female student's day goes down the drain in this manner, 
another one-fourth to one-half is spent getting brainwashed in school and 
studying for the same end. ~·lhat does she do with the rest of the time? Often 
she must work to support herself and she must eat, clean , wash clothes, date, 
etc. That leaves her jus~ enough time to worry about her behavior on her last 
date and her behavior on her next one. Did she say and do the right thing, should 
she change her approach? Does he love her or does he not? To screw or not to 
screw is often a serious question. It is taken for grantee amongst the more 
sophisticated that it helps to nail a man if one sleeps with him. Still, it is 
no guarantee and there are only so many men \·lith whom a v10man can cohabit in the 
same circle and still expect a proposal. ~ovement men seem prone to marry the 
"purer" non-movement types. And at that age and s t age, when girls are worried 
about being used, about pregnancy and privacy, st~ll ignorant of the potentials 
of their bqdies, and hung-up by the old male sexual code which classifies so much 
as perversion and then demands it, s ex usually -offers only minimal gratification 
anyway. Given the girls' hang-ups and the insecurity and ineptness of young men, 
even that gratification is inore often psychological then s exual . 

~. · -~ 

Sex becomes the vehicle for mor:v2ntary exchanges cf human ~·nrmth and affection. ' 
It provides periods in \'Thich anxiety is t emporarily .c.llay8d and· .girls fe~l w.:lnt~ld 

and appreciated; periods in which they dc,ve.lop som(; identity as individuals. I~ 
is ironic indeed that a \'/oman atto.ins this s ense of i dentity and individuality..__· 
through performing an act cc:.:unon to all mankind anci all ma:nmals. It bespeaks her 
understanding that society as it is presently organized \•lill not permit her to 
function at all except through some male. The church used to say that "husband 
and wife are as one, and that ·one is the husbanc1 ," or "The husband and wife are 
as one body and the husband is the head. " r.s though fulfilling a prophesy 
u~~arried women go about like chickens with ~;eir heads cut off. 

In this terrible delirimn between adolescence and marriage the friendship. of 
female to female all but disappears. Girls, because they are growing duller ; 
beco~e less interesting to each other. As they slip into the role of submissiveness 
of respondent to male initiative, nale intelligence, they also become increasingly 
uneasy with one another. To be the benefactor of female intelligence and to 
respond with warmth and affection brings with it anxieties of "homosexual 
tendencies. " To initi!3-te, direct , or· dominate brings with it the same apprehen
sions. To insure a female for every male (if he 't!ants one) , to insure his freedom 
and his poHer through the enslavement of our sex , males have made of homosexuality 
the abomin.ation. Everyone knm•'S ,.,rhat happens to them : they go crazy and get 
buried at some intersection. It is toe t errible to think about; it can only be 
feared. 

And that fear, initiated by men, is reinforced by both men and women. Perform 
a simple spontaneous act like lighting another woman ' s cigarette with the same 
match you've just lit you o'lm and there is panic on all sides. ~·Jomen have to 
learn to inhibit these natural, asexual gestures . &,d any close and prolonged 
friendship bebmen women is ah:ays suspect. 
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The o.ther crude and often open weapon that ':\ man uses to control his wife is the 
threat -of force or force itself. Though this w~apon is not necessarily used in 
conjunction with the one described ·above, it pr.::.supposes that a ~..roman is more 
frightened of returning to an unmarried state that she is of being beaten about 
one way or another. How can one ~laboratc on such a threat? At a minimum it 
begins by a man's paling or flushing, clenching his .fists at his sides or gritting 
his teeth, perhaps making lurching but controlled motions pr wild threatening ones 
while he states his case. In this circuQst~nce it ·is difficult for a woman to 
pursue the argument which is bringing about the reaction, usually an argument 
for more freedom, · respect, or equality ir. the marital situ.::ttion. And of course, 
the conciliation of this scene, even ·if he has beat her, may require his apology, 
but also hers, for provoking him. After a while the conditioning becomes so 
strong that a slight cnange of color on his part, or a slight stiffening of 
stance, nothing observable to an outsider, suffices to quiet her or ke~p her 
in line. She turns off or detours mechanically, like a robot, not even herself 
aware of the change, or only momentarily and almost subliminally. 

But these· are gross and vulgar techniques. There are many more subtle and 
intricate which in the long run are even more devastating. Take for instance, 
the ploy of keeping women from recognizing their intelligence by not talking 
to them in public which we mentioned earlier. After marriage this technique 
is extended and used on a woman in her o·.m horne. 

At breakfast a woman speaks to her husband over or througt the morning paper. 
Which he clutches firmly in his hands. Incidentally, he :. ·::serves the right 
to see the paper first and to read the sections in order of his preference. 
The assumption is, or course, that he has a more vested interest in world 
affairs and a superior intelligence with which to grasp the relevance of 
daily news. The Women's Section of the papar is called that, not only because 
it contains the totality of what men want wc~en to be concerned with, but also 
because it is the only section permitted to women at certain tL~es of the day. 

I can almost hear . you demur. Now she has gone too far. What super-sensitivity 
to interpret the morning paper routine as a deliberate put down. After all, a 
woman has the . whole day to read the pap·er and a man must get to work. I put it 
to you that this same situation exists when they both work or when the wife works 
and the husband is still a . stud~nt, assuming he gets up for breakfast, and on 
Sundays. What we are describing here is. pure self-indulgence. A minor and 
common,: though none the less enjoyable exercise in power. A flexing of the male 
perogative. 

Perhaps the best tip-off to the real meaning of the dai.ly paper act comes when 
. a housewife .attcmpts to solve the problem .by subscribing to two papers. This is 
almost invariably met with resistance on the part of the man as being an unneces
sary and frivolous expense, never !)lind \vhcther th'3'y can afford it. And if his 
resistance doesn't actually forestall the second subscription he attempts to 
monopolize the front sections of both papers! This is quite a complicated routine 
but, assuming the papers are not identical, it can be done and justified. 

However, we were talking about conversation and noted that it was replaced by the 
paper in the morning. In the evening men attempt to escape through more papers, 
returning to work, working at home, reading, watching television, going to 
1;!\eetings, etc. But eventually they have to handle the problem some other way 
because their wives are desperate for conversation, for verbal interchange. 
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To understand this desperation you have to remember that women before marriage 
have on the whole only superfic5al, competitive, and selfi sh relationships with 
each ether. Should one of the!:! have a genuine relatic~mship it is more likely 
with a male than a female. After marriage a woman stops courting her old un
married or married female side-kicks. They have served their purpose, to tide 
her over. And there is the fear, often well founcted, that these females will 
view her marriage l ess as a sacrament t:han a challenge, that they will stalk 
her husband as fair game, that they will outshine her, or in some other way 
lead to the disruption of her marriage. 

Her husband will noe tolerate the hanging around of any past male friends, and 
that leaves the woman isolated. When, as so often happens, after a few years 
husband and wife move because he has graduated, entered service, or changed jobs, 
her isolation is complete. No1-.1 all ties are broken. Her husband is her only 
contact with the outside world, aside, of course, from those more _or less per
functory contacts she has at work, if she works. 

So she is desperate to talk with her husband because she must talk with someone 
and he is all she has. To tell the truth a wor.~an doesn't really understand the 
almost biologic substructure to her desperation. She sees it in psychological 
terms. She thinks that if her husband doesn ' t talk to her he doesn't love her 
or doesn't respect her. She may ev~n feel that this disrespect on his part is 
causing her to lose her own self-respect (a fair assumpti·-:-n since he is her only 
referrant). She may also feel cheated and trapped becau~: r,: she understood that 
in return for all ·she did for him in marriage she was to !:- 3 allm.,ec;l to ·live vicar
iously, and she cannot do that if he will not share his life. 

What she does not understand is that she cannot go on thinking coherently without 
expressing those th~ughts and having them accepted, rejected, or qualified in 
some manner. This kind of feed-back is essential to the healthy functioning 
of the tuman mind. That is why solitary confinement is so devastating. It is 
society's third-rung "legal deterrent," ranking just belQW capital p~nish..ment 
and forced wakefulness, or other. forms of torture that lead to death. 

This kind of verbal isolation, this refusal to hea r a woman, causes her thought 
process to turn in upon itself, to deteriorate, degenerate, to become disassoci
ated from reality. Never intellectually or emotionally secure in the first 
place she feels herse lf slipping beyond the pale. She keeps pounding at the door. 

And what is her husband's response? He understands in some crude way what is 
happening to her, what he is doing to her, but he is so power-oriented he cannot 
stop. Above all, men must remain in control; it's either him or her. The worse 
she becomes the more convinced he is the coin must not be turned. And from thence 
springs anew his fear of women, like his f ear of blacks. 

We tend to forget that witc:hc.s were burned in our own country not too long ago, 
in .those heroic days before the founding fathers. That each day somewhere in 
our country women are raped and or killed jus t for kicks or out of some per
verted sense of retribution. . And ,.,c never even consider the ten thousand inno
cent women annually murdered by men who refuse to legalize ab0rtion. The fear 
and hatred must be deep indeed to take such vengence. 
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But Qac~ to the husb~nd. We all know that marriage is far from solita~ con
finement for a w~man. Of course, the husband talks to her. The questions are, 
how often, what does he say, and how does he say it? He parries this plea for 
conversation, which he understands thoroughly, until bed~irne or near it and 
then exhausted and exasperated ·he slaps down his book or papers, or snaps off 
the T.V., or flings his shoe to the floor if he is undressing and turns to his 
wife saying, " Oh for Christ sake, what is it you want to talk about?" 

Now he has just used all of his big guns. He has showed temper which threa
tens violence. He has showed an exasperated patience which threatens eventual 
divorce. He has been insulting and purposely misunderstanding. Since she is 
not burning with any specific cornrnice, since she is now frightened, hurt, an
gry, and thoroughly mi'serable, what is she to say? I'll tell you what she does 
say: "Forget it. Just forget it. If that's the way you an~ going to respond 
I don't want to talk with you anyway." 

This may bring on another explosion from 
He may say -something stupid like, "You're 
keep telling me you've got to talk to me. 
I'm listening. I'm not reading. I'm not 
listening." 

him, frightening her still further. 
crazy, just crazy. All day long you 
0. K. , you t-.rant to talk to me, talk. 

wo::::~<:ing, I'm not watching T.v., I'm 

He waits 60 silent seconds while the wife struggles for composure and then he 
stands up and announces that he is going to bed~ To rub salt in the wound, 
he falls to sleep blissfully and instantly. 

Or, playing the part of both cops in the jailhouse interrogation scene he may, 
after the first explosion, switch roles~ In this double-take he becomes the 
calm and considerate husband, remorseful, apologizing, and imploring her to 
continue, assuring her he is interested in anything she has to say, knowing 
full well the limitations of what she can say under the circumstances~ Pre
dictably, done in by the tender ton~~ she falls in with the plot and confesses. 
She conf:~sses her loneliness, her dependence, her mental agony, and they dis
cuss her problem. Her problem, as tpough it were some genetic def.ect, some 
personal shortcoming, some inscrutable psychosis. Now he can comfort her, 
avowing how he understands how she must- feel, he only wished there were some- . 
thing he could do to help. · 

This kind of situation if .continued . in unrelieved manner has extreme 
consequences. Generally the marriage partners sense this and stop short of 
the brink. The husband, after all, is trying to protect -and bolster his 
frail ego, _ not_ drive his wife insane or force her suicide. He wants in the home 
to b.e able to hide ·from his o\'m inner doubts, his own sense of shame, failure, 
and meaninglessness. He wants ·to shed the endless h~iliation of endless 
days parading as a· man in the male 1>Tor ld ~ Pretending a power, control, and 
understanding he does not have. 

All he asks of his wife, aside from hours of menial work, is that she not 
see him as he sees himself. That. she not challenge him but admire and desire 
him, sooth and distract him. In short, make him feel like ~~e kind of guy 
he'd like to be in the kind of world he thinks exists. 
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And by this time the \vife asks little more rec-:lly than the opportunity 
to play that role. She probably never aspired to more;", to an equalitarian or 
reality-oriented relationship. It is just that she cannot do her thing if it is 
laid out so baldly; if she is to be denied all self-respect, all sel{ develop
ment, all help and encouragement from her husband. 

So generally the couple stops short o'f the brink. Sometimes, paradoxicillly 
enough, by escalating the conflict so that it ends in divorce, but generally 
by some accommodation. The husband encourages th~ wife to make some girl friends, 
take night courses, or have children. And sooner or later, if she can, she has 
children. Assuming the husband hc.s agreed to the event, the wife·• s pregnancy 
does abate· or deflect t .he drift of their m2rriage , for a ~'>'bile anyway. 

,.... 

The pregnancy presents to the world . visible proof of the husband's masculinity, 
potency. This visible proof shores up the basic substr ucture of his ego, the 
floor beyond which he cannot now f a ll. Pathetically his stock goes up in. society, 
in his own eyes. He is a man. He is grateful to his wife an0 tr8ats her, at 
least during the first pregnancy, with increased tenderness and respect. He 
pats her tummy and makes noises about mystic occurrences. And since pregnancy 
is not a male thing and he is a man, since this is cooperation, not competition; 
he can even make out that he feels her role is pretty special. 

The wife is grateful. Her husband l oves her. She is suff1'.sed with happiness 
and pride. There is at last s ome thing on · her side of th~e· iivision of · labor 
\'lhich her husband views with respect, and de light of deH' :;~ts, with perhaps 
a t-vlinge of jealousy. 

Of course, it can't last. After nine months the child is bound to be born. And 
there we are back at the starting gate. Generally speaking, giving birth must 
be like a bad trip with the added feature - of prolonged physical exhaustion. 

Sometimes it takes a year to regain one's full strength after a messy caesar
ian. Sometimes women develop post-parturational psychosis in the hospital. 
More commonly, after they have been home awhile they develop a transient but 
recurring state called the "Tired Bother Syndrome." In its severe form it is, 
or resembles, a psychosis. \A7omen with this syndrome complain of being utterly 
exhausted, i:tri table, unable to concentrate. They may \"ander -about somewhat 
aimlessly, they may have physical pains. They are depressed, anxious, sometimes 
paranoid, and they cry a lot. 

Sound familiar? D~spite the n0me one doesn't have to be a mother to experience 
the ailment. Many young vlives without children do experience it, particularly · 
those who, without an educati~n themselves, are working their husband's way 
through college. That is to say, wives l'>'ho hold down a dull eight or nine 
hour a day job, then come home, straighten, cook, clean, run down to the laundry, 
dash to the grocery store, iron their oHn clothes plus their husbands shirts 
and jeans, sew for themselves , put up their hair, and more often than not type · 
their husband's papers, correct his s;?elling and gra..'TtiTiar, pay the bills, · 
l§I-C:£ew on cornmand,and write the in-laws. I've even known wives who on top of 
this load do ·term papers or laboratory work for their husbands. CYf ·cource, it's 
insanity. What else could such self deni;;,:_ be called? Love? 
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Is it any wonder that a woman in this circumstance is tired? Is it any wonder 
that she responds with irritability when she returns home at night to find her 
student husband, after a day or half day at heme, drinking beer and shooting 
the bull with his cronies, the ring still in the bathtub, his dishes undone, his 
clothes where he dropped them the night ·before, even his specific little 
chores like taking out the garbage unaccomplished? 

I .s it any ~wnder that she is tempted to scream when at the very moment she has 
gotten rid of the company, plowed through some of the mess, and is standing in 
a tiny kitchen over a hot stove her ~usband begins to make sexual advnnccs? He 
naively expects that these advances will fill her with passion, melting all 
anger, and result not only in her forgetting and forgiving but in gratitude and 
renewed love. Ever hear the expr ession, "A woman l oves the man who satisfies 
her"? Some men find that del!lsion comforting. A r..:ouple of screws and the 
slate is wiped clean. \-Tho needs to pay for servants or buy- his wife a washing 
machine when he has a cock? 

And even the most self-celuded woman begins to feel depressed, anxious, and 
used, when she finds . that her husband is embarrassed by her in the company of 
his educated, intellectual, or movement friends. When he openly shuts her up 
sayin9 she doesn '·t knm.; what she is talking about or emphasizes -'1 point by 
saying it is so clear or so simple even his wife can understand it. 

He begins to confuse knowlec~ge \>lith a personal attribute .!.ike height or a 
personal virtue like. honesty. He becomes disdainful of ar:d impatient \'lith 
ignorance, equating it with stupidity, obstinacy, laziness, and in some strange 
way, immprality. He for~ets tha t his cultiva~ion took place at his wife's 
expense. He will not admit that in stealing from his wife her time, energy, 
leisure, and money he also steals the possibility of her inte llectual devel
opment, her present, arid her future. 

But the working wife sending her husband through school has no monopoly on 
this plight. It also comes to those who only stand and wait--in the home, 
having kiddy after kiddy while their husbands, if they are able, learn something; 
grew somewhere. 

fn any case, "YTe began this diversion by saying that women who are not mothers 
can also suffer from the ''Tired Hothcr Syndrome . " Once a mother, ho~.o;_ever, 

it takes on a nmv dimension. 'I'h.;;re is a differ ence of opinion in the medical 
and sociological lit~-orature with regan~ t o the genesis of this ailment. 
Be tty Friedan, in t1w sociolo'}ical vc i:1, a rgues· t hat these symptoms are the 
natural outgrowth of restricti::g the mine a nd bcd:t of these ~·romen to the narrow 
confines of the home. She discusses the destructive role of monotonous, re
petitive work which never issues in any lasting, let alone important achiev
ment. Dishes which are done only to be dirtied the same day; beds which are 
made only to be un."nade the same day. He!: theory ·c.lso lays great emphasis on 
the isolation of these \wmen from the larger problems of society and even from 
contact with those concerned with things not domestic, other than their hus
bands. In other words, the mind nc more than the body can function in a 
straight jacket and the effort to keep it going under these circumstances is 
indeed tiring and depressing. 
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Dr. Spock somewhat sides v1ith that theory. The main line medical approach is 
better represented by Dr. Lovshin \'lho says that mothers develop the "Tired 
Mother Syndrome" because they are tired. They \·lork a 16 hour day, 7 days a 
week. Automation and unions have led to a continuously shortened day for men 
but the work day of housewives \'lith children has remained constant. The 
literature bears him out. Oh, it is undoubtedly true. that women have today 
many time·-saving devices their mothers did not have. This advantage is offset, 
however, by the fact that fewer members of the family help with housework and 
the task of child care, as it is organized in ot:r society, is con.tinuous. Now 
.the woman puts the wash in a machine and spends her time reading to the 
children, breaking up their fights, taking them to the playground, or other
wise looking after them. If, as is often said, women are being automated out 
of the home, it is only to be shoved. into the car chauffering children to 
innumerable lessons and activities, and that dubious advantage holds only for 
middle and upper class women who generally can afford not only gadgets but 
full or part time help. 

One of the definitions of automation is a human being acting mechanically in 
a monotonous routine. Now as always the most automated appliance in a house
hold is the mother. Because of the speed u.t \'lhich it's played, her routine 
has not only a nightmarish but farcical quality t o it. Some time ago the 
Ladies Home JournaZ conducted and published a forum on the plight of young 
mothers. Ashly Hontague and some other professiona.ls plus members of the 
JournaZ staff intervie~.o1ed four young mothers. Two of thE'.:>i described their 
morning breakfast routine. 

One woman indicated that she made the breakfast, got it out, left the children 
to eat it and then ran to the washing machine. She filled that up and ran back 
to the kitchen, shoved a little ~cod in the baby's mouth and tried to keep the 
others eating. Then she ran back t o the machine, put the clothes in a wringer 
and started the rinse water. 

The other woman stated they had bacon ever y morning so the first thing she did 
was put the bacon on and the water for coffee . Then she went back to her room 
and made up the bed. "Generally, I find myse lf almost running back and forth. 
I don't usually walk. I run to make the bed." By that time the :::>an is hot 
and she runs back to turn the bacon. She finishes making the children's break
fast and if she is lucky she gets to serve it before she is forced to dash off 
and attend to the baby, changing him and sitting him up. She rushes back; 
plops him in a little canva3 chair, serves the children if she has not already 
done so, and makes her husband's breakfast. And so it goes through the day. 
As the woman who runs from bed to bacon explains, '' t1y problem is that sometimes 
I feel there aren't enough hours in the day. I don't ~now whether I can get 
everything done. " 

It's like watching an old time movie where for technical reasons everyone seems 
to be moving at three times normal speed. In this case it is not so funny. ~1i th 
the first child it is not as severe. 
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What hits a new mother the hardest is not so much the incr~ased work load as 
the lack of sleep. However unhappy she may have been in her childless state, 
however desperat~, she could escape by sleep. She could be refreshed by s!eep. 
And if she was_n 't a nurse or airline stewardess she generally slept fairly 
regular hours in a seven to nine · holtr stretch. But almost all babies returning 
from the hospital are on something like a four-hour food schedule, and they 
usually demand. some attention in between feedings. Now children differ, some 
cry more, some cry l~ss, some cry almost all of the time. If you have never, 
in some period of ' your lifei been awakened and re~uired to function at one in 
the morning and again at three, then maybe at seven, or some such schedule, you 
can't imagine the cgony of it. 

All of a woman's muscles ache and they respond with further pain when touched. 
She is general_ly cold and unable to get warm. Her reflexes are off. She star
tles easily, ducks moving shadows, and bumps into stationary objects. Her 
reading rate takes a precipitous drop. She stutters and stammers, groping for 
words to express her titoughts, sounding barely coherent-~somewhat drunk. She 
can't bring her mind to focus. She is in a fog. In response to all ~~e 
aforem~ntioned symptoms she is always close to tears. 

What I have described here is the severe case. Some mothers aren't hit as 
hard but almost all new mothers suffer these symptoms in some degree and what's 
more, will continue to suffer them a good p<:rt of their li.ves. The woman who 
has several children in close succession really gets it. ·Jne child wakes the 
other, it's like a merry-go-round, intensified with each .uJvJ birth, each child
hood illness. 

This lack of sleep is rarely mentioned in the literature relating to the Tired 
Mother Syndrome. Doctors recommend to women with new born children that they 
attempt to partially compensate for this loss of sleep by napping during the 
day. W~th one child that may be possible, with several small ones it's sort 
of a sick joke. This period of months or years of forced wakefulness and 
"mate~nal" responsibility seems to have a long-range if not permanent effect 
on a woman's sleeping habits. She is so used to listening for the children 
she is ·awakened by dogs, cats, garbage men, neighbors' alarm clocks, her 
husband's snoring. Long after her last child gives up night feedings she is 
still waking to check on him. She is worried about his suffocating, choking, 
falling out of bed, etc. Long after that she wanders about opening and 
closing winGcws , adjusting the heat or air conditioning, locking the doors, 
or going to the bathroom. 

If enforced wakefulness is the han&~aiden and necessary precursor to serious 
brainwashing, a mother--after her first child--is ready for her final demise. 
Too tired to comprehend or fight she only staggers and eventually submits. 
She is 'embarrassed by her halting speech, painfully a\.,are of her l ,essen,ed 
ability to cope with things, of her diminished intellectual prowess. She 
relies more heavily than ev~r on her husband's support, helping hand, love. 
And he in turn gently guides her into the further recesses of second class 
citizenship 

After an extended tour in that-never-never land, most women lose all capacity 
for independent thought, independent action. If the anxiety and depression 
grow, if they panic, analysis and solution elude them. 
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THE RF;TURN FROM THE NEVER-NEVER LAND 

Women who would avoid or extricate themselves frr.r,~ the common plight I've 
described, and would begin ne\;r lives, new movements, and new worlds, must first 
learn .to acknowledge the reality of their present condition. They have .got to 
reject the blind and faulty categories of thought foisted on them by a male 
order for its own benefit. They must stop thinking in terms of "the grand affair," 
of the love which over-comes, or substitutes for, everything else, of the perfect 
moment, the perfect relationship, the perfect marriage. In other words, they 
must reject romanticism . Romance, like the rabbit at the dog track, is the 
illusive, fake, and never-attained reward which for the benefit and amusement 
of our masters keeps us running and thiru(ing in safe circles. 

A relationship between a man and a woman is no more or less personal a relation
ship than is the relationshi p between a \voman and her maid, a master and his 
slave, a teacher and his student. Of course, t~ere are personal, individual 
qualities to a particular relationship in any of these categories but they are 
so overshadowed by the class nature of the relationship, by the volume of class 
response as to be almost insignificant. 

There is something horribly repugnant in the picture of women performing the same 
m~nial chores all day, having almost interchangable conversations with their 
children, .· engaging in standard television arguments with t-heir husbands, and 
then in the late hours of the night, each agonizing over , 1 .. 1at is considered her . 
personal lot, her personal r e lationship, her personal pro': .Lem. If women lack 
self-confidence there seems no limit to their egotism. And unmarried women 
cannot in all honesty say their lives are in much greater measure distinct from 
each others. · We are a class, \>!C are oppressed as a class, and we each respond 
within the limits allowed us as members of that or-pressed class. Purposely 
divided from each other, each ·:)f us is ruled by one or more men for the benefit 
of all men. There is no personal escape, no pers:)nal salvation, no personal 
solution. 

~he first step then is to accept our plight as a common plight, to see other 
women as reflections of ourselves, without obscuring, of course, the very real 
differences intelligence , temperament, age, education, and background create. 
I'm not saying let ' s now create new cast~s or classes among our own . I just 
don't want women to fee l that the mov8ment requires them to identify totally · 
with and moreover love every other woman . For the general relationship, 
understanding and c~mpassion should suffice. 

We who have been raised on pap must develo~ a pasion for honest appraisal. The 
real difference between wom~n and be tween man and women are the guideposts 
'Vli thin and around which we must dream and wor k . 

Having accepted our common identity the next thing we must do is get in touch 
with each other. I .mean that absolutely literally. Women see each other all 
the time, open their mouths and make noises but communicate on only .the most 
superficial level. ~·ie don ' t talk to each ether about what we consider our 
real problems because we are cfraid to look insecure, because we don't trust 
or respect each other, and because we are afraid to look or be disloyal to our 
husbands or benefactors. 
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Each married v1oman carries around in her a strange and alm::Jst identical little 
bundle of secrets. To take, as an example, perhaps the most insignificant, she 
may be tired of and feel insulted by her husband's belching or farting at the 
table. Can you imagine her husband's fury if it get bac~ to him that she told 
someone he farted at tho table? B0cause v1omen don't tE:ll these things to each 
other the events are considered personal, the woman may fantasize remarriage to 
mythical men who .don ' t fart, the man feels he has a personal but minor idiosyn
crasy, a.nd malcdom comes out c·lean. 

And that, my dear, is what this bit of loyalty is all about. If a man made th.at 
kind of comment abuut his wife he might be consid2red crude or indiscreet; she's 
considered disloyal--because she's subject, he's king, women are dominated and 
men are the instruments of ~heir domination. The true objective nature of men 
must never become common knowledge lest it undermine in the minds of some males 
but most particularly in ours the male right-to-rule. nnd so we daily participate 
in the process of our own .domination. Fer God's sake, let's stop! 

I cannot make it too clear that I am not talking about group therapy or individual 
catharsis (vle arcn 't sick, we arc oppres-sed) • I'm talking about movement. Let's 
get together to decide in groups of Homen hew to get out of this bind, to discover 
and fight the techniques of domination in e1nd out of the home. To change our 
physical and social surroundings to free our tir.;e, our energy, and our minds--to 
start to build for ourselves, for all mankind, a world wi~hout horrors. 

~7omen involved in this st;ruggle together \•Till come to res ::_-2ct, love, and develop 
deep and abiding friendships. ~"i th each other. If these do not thoroughly com
pensate for losses that may be ours, they will carry us through. For different 
ages and different stages there are different projects. Young married or unmar
ried women without children are s~~pathctic to the problems of mothers but do 
not pretend to fully understand them. In all honesty, as a middle-aged mother 
I cannot really grasp the special quality of life of an unmarried young woman in 
this generation. Her circiJms·tc.nce is too distinct from mine, and my memories of 
youth arc by this time too faded to bridge the gap. Youth has available to it 
perspectives and paths not destined to be shared '::·y many in the e lder generation. 
We must work together but not ; resuppose for each other. It is, then, the 
younger author \'lho i.vill speak to the young. Befc·ce this part of the paper is 
ended, hm10ver, I uculd like tc m::mtion briefly projects I think women my age 
must undertake as part of the overall movement. If they have any relevancy for 
young women, so much the better. 

- 1. vJomen must resist pressure to enter into movement activities other than 
their own. There cannot be real restructuring of this society until the relation
ships between the sexes are restructured. The inequalitarian relationship in 
the home are perhaps the basis of all evil. gen can commit any horror, or 
cm.,rardly suffer · any mutilation of their souls and retire to the home to be 
treated there with awe, respect, and perhaps love. Men will never face their 
true identity or their real problems under these circumstances, nor will we. 

If movement men were not attempting to preserve their perogative as men while 
fighting the "system," they v1ould welcome an attack launched upon that system 
from another front. That they do not, shows how trapped they are in the meshes 
of the very system they oppose. Our vision r.1ust not be lini ted by theirs. 
We must urge in speech and. in print that· women go their own wa·y. 
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- 2. Since wom~n in great measure are ruled bv the fear of physical force, they 
must learn to protect themselves. ~·qomen \oJho are able ought to take jujitsu or 
karati until they are proficient in the art. Certainly they :)ught to organize 
and enroll their daughters in such courses. Compare the benGfits young girls 
would derive from such cours~s \'lith those they attain from endless years of 
ballet. ~s an extra added goodie we could spare ourselves the agony of those 
totally untalented recitals, and later, the sleepless night worrying about our 
daughters' safety. 

- 3. We must force the media to a position of realism. Ninety percent of the 
women in this country have an infGriority complex because they do not have turned
up noses: wear a size ten or under dress, have "g-::>od legs," flat stomachs, and 
fall within a certain age bracket. According to television no man is hot f~r a 
middle-aged woman. If she is his vlife he ~ay scre\-1 her but only because he is 
stuck with her. More important than that, women ~re constantly portrayed as 
stupid. The advertisements are the worst offenders. Blacks used to be left 
out of T.V. altogether except for occasion.al Tom roles . lf!ornen are cast on every 
show and always Tom. From such stuff is our self-image created, the public and 
accepted image of wonen. The only time my daughter saw a women on T.V. who gave 
her pride in being a woman was when she saw Caretta King speak to the poor 
people's march. And as my son said, "It was almost like he had .to die before 
anyone could know she existed." Let ' s not simply boycott selected products; 
let's break up those television shows and refuse to let them go on until female 
heroines are portrayed in their total spectrum. And let ·. r= make sure that every 
brilliant heroine doesn't have a husband "YThc is just an e ·:-t1tsy teentsy bit 
more brilliant than she is. 

- 4. ~lomen must share their experiences with each other until they understand, 
identify, and explicity state the many psycholcr,;jical techniques of domination 
in and out of the home. These shoulJ be published and distributed widely until 
they are common knowledge. No women should f eel befuddled and helpless in an 
argument with her husband. She ought to be able to identify his strategems and 
to protect herself against them, to say, you're using the two-cop routine, the 
premature apology, the purposeful misunderstanding, etc. 

- 5. Somebody has got to s-te1rt .J.esigning communi ties in \'lhich women can be 
freed from their burdens lor:g enough fer ·them to experience humanity. Houses 
might be built around schools t o be rented only to people with children enrolled 
in the particular school, and only as long as they were enrolled. This geograph
ically confined community could contain cheap or cooperative cafeterias and a 
restaurant so that mothers woulc not have to cook. This not only would free the 
woman's time but w0uld put her in more of a posit~on of equality with Daddy when 
he comes home from \;ork. The parents could both .;it down and eat at the same 
time in front of ar:.d. with the children ; a far different scene from that of a 
conversing fa~ily beir.g served by a harassed mother who rarely gets to sit down 
and is usually two courses behind. These geographic school complexes could 
also contain full-time nurserias. They could offer space for instrument, dance, 
and self-defense lessons. In other words, a w~man could live in them and be 
relieved of cooking, childcare for the sreater part of the day, and chauffering. 
The center might even have nighttime or overnight babysitting quarters. Many 
women will be totally lost to us and to themselves if projects like this are not 
begun. And the projects themselves, by freeing a woman's time and placing her 
in innumerable little ways into more of a position of equality will go a long way 
toward restructuring the basic r:tarit<-.1 .:;-.nc ~')arental relationships. 
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- 6. Women must learn their own history because they have a history to be proud 
of and a history which vdll give pride to their (~.~:ughters. In all the furror 
about the Ramparts article, I have heard women complain of the photographs and 
offer unlikely stories of trickery. I've heard them voice resentment toward 
coalitions like the Jeanette Rankin Brigade and toward Ra~parts for pushing them. 
But I have yet to hear a cry of outrage t~ the real crime of that article. It 
purposely, maliciously, and slanderously rewrote, perverted, and belittled our 
history--and most of us weren't even aw3.re of it. l·lhat defense is there for a 
people so ignorant they will believe anything said about their past? To keep us 
from our history is to keep us from eacQ other. To keep us from our history is 
to deny to us the group pride from which individual pride is born. To deny to 
us the possibility of revolt. Our rulers, consciously, unconsciously, perhaps 
intuitively, know these truths. That's why there is no black or female history 
in high school texts, Ramparts' reference to its location there notwithstanding. 
Cou~geous · womenbrought us out of total bondage to our present improved position. 
We must not foresake them but learn from tham a~d allow them to join the cause 
once more. The market is ripe for feminist lite~ature, historic and otherwise 
Ne must provide it. 

- 7. Women \•7ho have any scientific competency at all ought to begin to investi
gate the real temperamental and cognitive differences between the sexes. This 
area has been .hexed with a sort of liberal taboo like the study of race differences. 
Presumably, 'liTe and blacks were being saved from humiliation by a liberal estab
lishment which vms at least in pretense willing to grant '. ·:-~at aside from color 
and sexual anatomy 'we _differed from white men in no signi ·cicant aspect. But 
suppose we do? T-~e we tQ be kept ignorant of those differences? Who is being 
saved from _what? 

- 8. Equal pay fer equal work has been a projec·c poo-pooed by the radicals but 
it should not be because it is an instrument of tondage. If women, particularly 
women with children, cannot lcuve their husbands and support themselves decently 
they are bound to remain under all sorts of degrading circumstances. In this 
same line college entrance discriminc:±ion against females, and job discrimination _ 
in general must be fought no matter ~-1hd: we think about the striving to become 
professional. A guaranteed ann,Jal income would also be of direct relevance to 
w0men. 

- 9. , In ...,,hat is hardly an exhaustive list I must mention abortion laws. All 
laws relating to abortion must be stricken from the books. Abortion, like con
traceptives, must be legal and available if women are to have control of their 
bodies, their lives, and the ir destiny. 
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PART II 

\ 

\ By Judith Broum 
) 

/ (•Je. evte deteJun..<..nc.d :to 6omen:t a Jt('_be.LU.on~ and t-'.lill 
not ho.id oUM clvM bound :to obey any £aw6 in 
wfuc.h we. have no voic.e olt JteplteAen:ta:t..ion. 

(1\b-i.gcU.£. Adaml.l :to he.Jt ftw.,band~ · 
John i\da.m6--:the11 in :the. Con
tinental ConglteA-6 ~ 177 6) 

4. FOR THEIR OWM SALVATION~ ANV FOR THE GOOV OF THE i.10VEMENT~ UJOME!V MUST FORM 
THEIR OWIJ GROUPS 1\NV 1•JORK FOR FH-fALE LIBERATION, 

In the previous sections we have attempted to refute the erroneous assumptions of 
the female caucus at the 1967 SDS Convention. r,Je have emphasized the plight of 
the married woman in her relationship with a power-oriented representative of the 
master caste. Here, we Hill take up the situation in which the younger, typical 
radical female finds herself, and talk about sorne of the hassles in the emerging 
liberation movement. 

Ne do not wish to belabor the classic statements in the literature \'lhich affirm 
the slave status of women ir. Western culture. Tpere is suffici~nt evidence of our 
economic, political, psychological, and physiological subjugation. For , radical 
women \'le \'lill propose radical solutions, let the fainthearted cling to the 
"desegregation" model. 

First, it requires only a cursory glance at histo.'~Y to recall that men have 
played the games o£ \'lar, racial taboo, mastery, ~ild conspicuous production and 
consumption for thousands of years. l·Jhile ,.,e do not question the courage of radical 
men who nov; confront most of the manife:_; tations of imperia~.ism, o;·.>e do recognize 
that like their brave predecessors in other eras,_ they expect and require that 
women--their women--continue to function as black troops--kitchen soldiers*--in 
their present struggle. Radical men are not fighting for female liberation, and 
in fact, become accountably queasy v1hen the topic is broached. Regrettably the 
best--radical men and their bla·ck counterparts--do not even have a political 
interest in female liberation.** 

And inde~d, this is not peculiar. ~·Je cannot expect them to relinquish, by our 
gentle persuasion, the pouer their sex knm'ls and takes for granted. They do not 
even kno\'1 ho\-1, Few can say, "The only hono:::-c:ble course, when confronted ,.,i th a 
just revolt against yourself or political territory in which you have a vested 
inte:::-est, is to· yield gracefully." Yet ,.,e, like radical men, have only one life 
\'le know of. It is a serious question \vhether \ve should live it as slaves t;o the 
rhetoric, the analysis, and the discipline of the movement we have come to be a 
part of, if that movement, that .analysis, and that discipline systematically dep
rive us of our pride, genuine relationships with free women, equal relationships 
with men, and a · sense that ~ve are using our talents and dedication to a committed 
life as fully and as freely as possible. 

*It was in Fayerweather that a male leader asked for girls· to volunteer for 
cooking duty and 1t1as laughed down. " The Siege of Columbia, Ramparts, 
June 15, 1968, p.6. 

**In response to \<!hat is hopefully the last stand of women in SDS, at the 1968 
National Convention, June 13, "The feeling in 'che room was, \vell, those l·lomen 
have done their silly little thing again." Guardian, June 28, 1968 
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The. SvS ExpvU.e.nc.e.--11 Female. V.iew . 

For a moment it will be helpful to revie\·; the experience of a young woman -vrho ent
ers a radical movement, unmarried, in order to appreciate her position against the 
backdrop of male movement behavior. For, we should recognize clearly the conditicns 
under which we live as oppressive in order to identif:y: ourselves Hith other \'Iemen 
in a common struggle • . 

The typical "radical" woman goes to college and is \•Tell-endowed intellectually, 
physically, and sexually. She has most ', likely excelled somewhere in high school, 
whether as a scholar, politico, or artist. She is fully capable of competing with 
men in college work, and simultaneously, she has already learned that it pays to 
restrain those overt displays of her competency which men feel no shame in exer
cising. In exclusively ftmale circles she has held leadership positions and felt 
bored there, and she has remarked, at least once in her .life, . that she "prefers 

. the more stimulating company of me.n." She is not a homosexual, and she usually 
echos the fraternity br~nd of ·contempt for "fags" and "dikes." She thinks she is 
turned off to \·romen and is secretly relieved ~at she passed through the "stage"of 
homosexuality \'li thout "be coining one." Yet, she may quietly recognize that she has 
loved at least one \·Toman some•:lhere along the \'lay. 

~t the same time, she is unusually adroit at the sophisticated forms of .putting 
dmm men, and more than once she •:mtched a movement male explaining tactics or 
leading a demonstration \'lith personal knowledge that he is a bad screw or privately 
panders to his parents. Her nearly subliminal review of these failings would stop 
at mere insight were it not also tru~ that she has, on occasions she can recall, 
savored her knm·rledge. and derived malicious pleasu:ce from it. It is this idle 
malicious pleasure, \'lhich in adult life finds fuller expr• . ..:sion in a petty, indirect, 
consistent, and fruitless attack on men, which should !:>e 1.r.e litmus for \.,rhy the 
'"oman ought to concern herself with female liberation first. 

Because she knows that equality between the sexes in the movement is nonexistent. 
She krimrs, as we have said , that \·Toman are silent at meetings, or if they speak, 
it is slightly hysterical and of little consequence to all the others. Men formally 
or informally chair the meeting. l·rornen, like all good secretaries, take notes, 
c~rculate lists, provide ashtrays, or prepare and serve refreshments. They implement 
plans made by men through telephoning, compiling mailing lists, painting picket 
signs, etc. In some quarters, now that written analysis seems to have supplanted 
organizing as the status movement work, \Wmen are promoted to fill that void. IIJ.ore 
often than not, hm•Tever, radical •.·TO!!len sit through meetings in a stupor, occasionally 
patting Ol;' pluckinry at "their" ~en and receiving, in return, a patronizing smile, 
or as the case may be, a glare. In demoP.strations they are conspicuously protected, 
-vThich does not ahrays mean, };mrever, that they are spared the club or the jailhouse, 
but they are spared responsibility for having made the direct confrontation. 

In the jailhouse, they experience perhaps the only taste of independent radical 
female expression given them. There, they are segregated by sex, and, th~ someone 
'llho ah1ays assumes leadership is this time a 'ternan. ·They find out about each other, 
probably for the first time. They learn that the others, like themselves, are 
generally brave, resourceful, and militant. If they stay in jail long enough, they 
begin to organize themselves and others in the cell-block for prison reform, etc. 
They get up petitions, smuggle out protest -letters and leaflets, mount hunger 
strikes, and other forms of resistance. They manage very adequately to sustain 
the abuses, self-imposed disciplines, the loss of status, and the fear, which their 
brothers· face. ·outside, o.f course, jailhouse reminiscence is dominated by the men. 
And, the woman desegregate themselves, recalling only rarely a faint affection for 
their former ~ell-mates. It is little wonder then ·· that for some women, jail may 
be the first J:;.ime that they know their sisters and work with them in radical 
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organizing \·.'here they're at. A very militant v1hite . \·loman remarked to me that 
after 34 years, · a husband, and three child~en, an earlier two-months stint in 
jail \-laS the flrst time she felt at horne . in organizing. 

The radical woman lives of f··campus, m·.ray frc•n )1 ~r parents, and often openly Fi th 
one man or another. She thinks this is "freedo1.1." But, if she shares a place 
\-lith a man, she "plays marriage," t·lhich means that she cooks, cleans, does the 
laundry, and gen.erally s.erves' and \·lai ts. Hassies with parents or fear of the Dean 
of l·1omen help to sustain. the excitement--':.he romantic illusions _about marriage she 
brought to the domicile. 

If she shares an apartment v1ith other toJomen, it is arranged so that each may .enter
tain men for extended visits t·rith maximum privacy. Often, for the women, these 
apartments become a kind of bordello; for the men, in addition to that, a good 
place to meet for political discussion, to put up campus travelers, . to grab a free 
meal, or sack out. These homes are not centers for female political activity; and 
rather than being judged .for ti.eir interior qualities--physical or political--they 
are evaluated by other t-lomen in terms pf the variety and 'status of the radical men 
who frequent 'them. 

But, women in general are becoming healthier, better educated, more independent, 
and as the years go by, more experienced movement personnel. The movement itself 
is grO\·ring up. The on.e-tj,me single female organizer . ma:r:ries, and her younger sisterr: 
ar~ beginning to see that movement participation will not save them from essentially 
the same sexual and marital sty~es they reject in ·their parents. The older, now 
married radical vroman goes on trips--to visit the parents; may live in a larger, 
less free apartment; or, may even live in a home she and .. .t~r husband buy. She is 
"protected" by her husband, and generally she- stays at ho: .. ; t·1hen he goes out to 
move the tvorld. The marital pattern sets in, and he lapse!> from. a sloppy courtship 
to ordering her to get the drinks, cut the grass'· etc . The tremendous political 
investments made by the older radical t·1omen (now 25-30) didn't. make a v;ay for the 
younger; newcomer female radicals have fewer illusions these days abqut what. is in 
store for them anyway ·, and the life-styles of their predecessors offer 'little 
inspiration. Is it surprising then that ue read in radical journals :that they are 
dropping out of the movement in droves? 

The female .radical, or old-timey civil rights activist, is soon "coqled out" of 
the movement in one of several \•lays and for several reasons: 1). if she is too 
competent and -threatens male dominance (perhaps her _credentials are too impeccable), 
she is given · a high-level .secretarial post (forcectly ·ejected}· , or she is coopted 
and -perhaps . even impregnated by a male honcho; 2) . if she. has suffered for several 
years, consistenly being handed menial tasks, she may find, since. she has been 
around so long, that she is one of the "old . guard, " and she \Venders why she isn't 
invited to steering committee meetings--she quietly drops_·out; 3) some men are more 
direct; in .squelching a paper questioning the role of black women, Stokely Carmic
hael said, "The only position for· t·10men in SNCC i .s prone .. " r-tost women are not 
long-suffering for t l1e movement; they never real .i.y get in, and their brief passing 
is hardly ·noted. The radical female is , cooled out, very simply, because she is not 
t-lanted politically·, and she cannot proffer her secretarial skills as payment for 
inclusion in traditionally male activity--political decision making. 

l-lore sophisticated male leadership, a year or tt·.'O ago, began to sense the rumblings 
of discontent. fin effort was ~ade to buy off female militants. They were included 
in some photographs of the "leadership," given titles in . the organization, or 
consistently laid by the second in command. TJ'lOse t·Jho were married were advised 
by their husbands to take a year off and do research into the problems of women 
(meaning take off), or urged to enter one of the ne'"• female "coalition" groups. 
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'Ihe last resort, winning-ly argued, is the :·re Need· You; and, of course, everybody 
. knows that those who fight for peace are the best, anyway. It paraileis the 
Johnsonian whine to blacks, and it goes like this: there is a v1ar; rad.ical men 
are being cut down on all sides; ·we know there must be merit in what you say, but· 
for the good of the movement, we ask you to v:ai·t, to defer to the higher aim of 
draft r~sistance ; - besides_, if you \-Jill fight along with us in our battles, you 
will receive equality when _we return f~om the serious front. 

The weak position paper of the 1967 female caucus brought an· anonymous response* 
from a male, a response we are still hea~ing and from both sexes. He suggested 
(and see how this would sound if the word . "black" were substituted) that: 1) there 
is danger in placing an underdeveloped woman in a position of leadership because 
her certain failure would only reinforce her sense of innate inferiority; 2) it 
is not possible for females to separate themselves from the oppressor class; 3) 
woman must be more accepting. and understanding thvn men;_ 4) women must first 
educate themselves and develop their capabilities·; and finally, 5) when they marry, 
they shoulq keep their maiden names. Translation ; Nigger, you can't be an officer 
in our white civil rights group until you are properly educated; if you intend to 
challenge \'lhite racists, best do it lovingly, you have no idel)tity of your own, 
so forget combinations in your m·m inte:.:-ests; but, we .do think an l'.fro v1ould be 
advisable. 

On Southern plantations . in the "days of slavery," each member of a t-Tealthy v1hite 
family had attached to him, often fer life, at least one black person who "did for 
him." In turn, the black derived from the master a commensurate status. Our 
analysis should be that it is the destiny of most women--no less the radical--to 
become, finally, some man's nigger. If these be harsh wo:>":"ds they only bespeak a 
desperate future for the young radical female. 

She is dehumanized and politically turned off and turned out. The Ramparts issue. 
on Homan Po\oJer featured exc;eptional niggers \o,lho had attained positions of power 
formerly held by men. If one imagines a substitution· of that article for one in 
Ebony on successes of black businessmen, our objection is clear. Ramparts on 
female ·liberat,ion is Urban League logic. 

Marilyn -Hebb's article in Ne-w ieft I!ot.;s** deserves more space. It is dangerous 
because in its description of the female's lot in the movement it hits the mark 
perfectly, which only makes its damaged conclusion. the more ·tempting. Marilyn 
tells it like it is vli th respect to ~omen in the movement but she refuses to name 
the representatives of the sexual domination system, refuses to acknowledge that 
for a time, at least, men are the enemy, and that radical men hold the nearest 
h<;ttle position. Instead, she ·emphasizes that "In building -a woman's movement, \'le 

clearly see that we have to be active within other, co-ed (if you will) movement 
organiza~ions and action." She attacks the mini-culture correctly because ,;t-Ie 
are forced to view. ourselves as cornm<;>dities to be 'sold' s·exually 1" but she hastens 
to add that \'l~ aren't masculine, but instead \oJe · are at_tired in the "colorful dress 
of a turned-on generation"--the movement has baubles too .• _She is dismayed that 
movement .marriage rarely lasts more than two years, but _cannot ~lucidate the 
obvious · reason~ Lots of marriages last less than two years, and we assume that 
radic<U women catch on a little more qUickly to the game, just at that crucial 
juncture when ·its time to "begin raising ' a family"; they v1ant out before it • s too 
late. 

*NLN, December 4~ 1967, p.6. 

**~>Tome.n: we· have a Comrn_on Enemy, June .10 1 1968. 
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Finally, she invokes the experience of Vietnamese women as her only real program
matic suggestion--the Third ~vorld Ha::1g-up .· \·Ji th which we will deal later ; to 
paraphrase: they have . their "freedom" becnuse they took up arms to support an 
ideology they never developed, a political ·framework in which they never partici
pated, and--get this--because they "could not r·•t identify [their strug<Jle] with 
the common struggle for liberation." Remember Fidel! 

A movement of women which speaks to their needs, and which can mobilize their 
full political energies, may very well, as \·le shall propose, look quite different 
from SDS, SNCC, or the NLF. Any thorough radical analysis would, of course, 
incorporate a stance vis a vis the war, racism, and the Savage Society. But it 
may be a long and dark passage . before ours should risk co-educational alliances 
or actions. 

So, the young radical woman doe s her secretarial tour of duty for the movement, 
drops out; or, finding that she ;i.s gettinq older, marries. If she marries out of 
the movement, she's i.n a position similar to that described in Part I. If she 
marries within the r:-.ovement, she is faced •.vi th a comparable life style excep.t 
that, 1) she thinks s he is alre ady liberated by · .·_rtue of marriage to a movement 
guy, and 2) the mnvement man :1as, in addition to the standard male ploys, some 
extra, even more oblique, confusing, and "convincing . . , Since they married, in 
good part, on the basis of a s i1are.d and serious commi ttment, the movement itself 
then becomes reason for male domination. A radical woman, after all, is more 
likely to give in when the ·issue is draf t resistance then when it is impressing 
the boss, although some of thn t goes on ~oo. It may take t\.;o years before she 
ceases to hand out rhetoric about a "lilY.~ rated marriage which began several years 
before the license" and recognizes thc>.t t !;e style of her rrays is more nearly like 
that of her non-movement sisters than like her husband's . And female liberation 
literature, so far, offers :-:2r no alterna tive way to go. 

A ~espectable canon of new left philosophy to \· ... ich '"e turn is that central theme 
that human beings, by co~Jining in organizations , by seeking to participate in 
decision-making which affects their lives, c~~ achieve a democratic society, and 
hence, a life-experience pe~haps approximating their potentiality. 

Social life impos es on the consanguineous stocks of mankind 
an inces s ant traveling back ~nd forth , and fawily life is 
little els e than t he expression of the need to slacken the 
pnce at the cros s~·o :1ds and to take a chance to rest. 

(LEVI -STRAUSS) 

~-1e want to make a . f e;.l tentative comments about the form of the marriage institution , 
for, He hope that r adical '"ome!1 \·:ill begin to t~r :1 from psychiatry to anthropology 
for insight about t!ieir oppressive sexual r elati(' :1ships . Family arrangements , as 
we all knm1, vary fr om culture to c u lture. ~ "!h il...: the female has a biological 
requirement for some support i nuaedi a ::ely after child-birth, anthropology suggests 
that the form of this suppor·t ' is not ah;ays that which '"e find institutionalized 
in the nest--namely, one man p roviding economic a i d so that one female can be a 
full-time mother, '"i th this r e lationship e x tended then, p erhaps for a lifetime. 

The institution of marriage, given us in the United States, '"as t h e pawn of other, 
more powerful, institutions. It is a p otent instrument for ma i ntaining the ~tatus 
quo in ·American Soci ety. It ·is in the family that children learn so well the 
dominance- submission game, by observation and participation. Each family, reflect
ing. the perversities of the larger orde r and split off from the others, is power
less to force change on other institutior.s, let alone attack or transform its ·own. 
And this serves the Savage Society Hell. 
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The family owes its characteristic 'featu:tres to the economic necessities of frontier 
America (nation build~ng), its mo nogamous f orrn . to ~- statistical and cult~ral 
happenstance (rnc:mogan'ty seems ·to pre~ail ~-,here the sex ratio is about 50/50 and 
there is a pretense t9 democracy), and the ~onogarny is sustained by the Pnritan 
ethic. The particular division of ·labor \vas designed to contribute to the indust
rial revolution, a requirement of the most po\verful national institution. Levi
Strauss suggests that "like the form of the family, th~ division of labor sterns 
more from social and cultural c~nsiderations than from natural ones.!' He recalls 
the "Harnbikwara father nursing· his baby a!).d cleaning it: when it soils itself" as 
a contrast to the European noble~an ·,~1ho rarely sees his children. i\nd he notes 
that the "young concubines of the l\l ambik\-1ara chietf tain disdain domestic activitie s 
and prefer to share ·in their husband's adventurous expeditions." In t he absence 
of household servants, rnos t .:\mer i.can emigre ~en first subdued one ;•loman, and \vi th 
her aid produced a family of s e rvants sufficient at least to manage the homestead 
and offer him the leisure to participate in tovm politics and even revolutions. 

Now, v1ith p irth control .. higher e ducation for \vomE:n, and the movement itself, it 
is becoming clear to some \vomen that the marriage institution, like so many othe rs, 
is an anachronism. !"or unmarried ,.,o!nen i t offers only a sanc·tional security and 
the promise of love. The married wonian knoNs that love is, at its best , an 
inadequate re~vard for her unne cessary and bizarre heritage of oppression. The 
marriage institution · does not free i.vomen; it does not provide for emotional and 
intellectual grm·1th; and · it offers no poli tica,J. ·resources. l!ere it not for male
legislated discrimination in emp loy:nent, it \·Jould shm1 little economic advantage. 

Instead, she is locked into a relationsh i n which is - opp ressive politically , 
exhausting physically, stereotyp ed emotionally and se~ually, and atrophying intel
lectually. She tea'lls up ,.,i_ th an . incl i. vidual groomed from '-' i.rth to rule , and she is 
equipped for revel t only \-lith the fo~t-shuff.ling , head...:.sc :. 3-tching gestures of 
"feminine guile. " He concep tuali.z e the s i gnificance of the marriage institution 
this \·lay : 

::Iarriaqe 
. Integration 

\·!or.;en 
Bl a cks 

Earriage, as ue knmv it is f or \:mmen, as integration is for blacks. It is the 
atomization of a sex so as to render it politically pmverless. The anachronism 
remains because vmmen won't fight {t, becaus e me n derive valuable benefits f rom 
it and will not give them up, ?-nd because, even given a Hillingness among men and 
women to transform the institution , it is at the mercy of the more pov1erful 
institutions v1hich use it and which give it its form . 

~-!e \olould return to our relational model and suggest that some ~·10rnen will have to 
remove themselves totally fror.; t..l-le marriage a rrangement wh ich insist·s that they 
love, in a predetermined style, thei:J;" own p e rsonal masters. And married ~,oiomen will 
have to do this periodically to revitalize their cornmittment to their se x and to 
the liberation movement . . 

i"iany younger, un.'llarr~ed ·.,,omen live in all-female groups now. The problem, as we 
have mentioned earlier, ' is that these domiciles are not self-consciously arranged 
to serve . political as well as p e rsonal needs. They are not a teir.pcrary stopping 
off place : for ·women who .need to reevaluate their lives. They are no sanctuary · 
from destructive male-female encounters. They are no base for female liberation 
work . 
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Some radical '"omen, . in deciding to live together, ought to fashion homes which have 
definite political goals. i woman, . married or unmarried, . could move into such. a 
center for a period of time and be relieved of the terrible compulsion to one-up 
her sisters in dating, grooming, etc. The commune should decide on house rules, 
experiment with sexual relationships ort an equ2l basis with men (that is, remove 
the bordello element from the · place) • The commune should be a center for \'JOmen 
to live during decision periods in their lives. We all kn.ow about these crisis 
perioqs; most of the time we manage to suffer through them while . at the same time 
carrying ,all the burdens of "keeping face," maintaining some sexual life, etc. The 
commune would define itself as a female place. Inn~merable experiments in living, 
political forays and serious and uninterrupted tbinking could center in the commune. 

t·Jhile sexual and emotional cllianc.es '"i th men may continue to be of some benefit, 
the peculi,ar domestic instit\ltion is net. Only ,.;omen can define \olhat "womanhood" 
might best be, and likewise ;nen might better re.define themselves in the absence of 
a daily remirider of their ummrranted experience of masterdom . Theoretically, such 
WOmen and men might, in the fu~ure, liberated frOPl thiS master-slave har.g-up, meet 
and work out a new domestic in~-; titution wl~ich bet·:..:er serves the interest of free 
men and free women. He do not feel cor.~pelled to :.;ffer any Utopian model for that 
institution, but w~ are certain that it will be designed most rapidly, and mcist 
reasonably by liberated souls. Some wcmen then,and perhaps some men, \vill have · 
to reject the present domestic model given us, destroy it, and build another. 

And \ve consider this operation worthy o£ the time of radical women. Let us review 
briefly why this program at least parallels in importance the anti-draft, anti
imperialistic movements we all knm.;. 1) People Get Radicalized Fighting Their Own 
Battles. .Fer women, these .e.re h'!r chains, and she will 1· :·. timately invest more 
energy and in the process become radicalized, breaking ti:.;1t than attacking the 
other forms of colonialism men urge us to fight. 2) Pace of History Making. Men 
have a:::celeratea· their rate of history-maU ng beyond humane proportions. Hi th 
their slaves .secure at home, they have the time to play abstractly and inhumanly 
with their technology and to make history rr:01:e rapidly than they can effectively 
comprehend or control. Robbed . of a faithful custodial class (women, blacks, etc.), 
they will be less effective, and time may finally overtake them so that where 
they're at is also where it's at. Ivomen who organize other women to slow mal~ 
history-making are functioning, in this country, at their po+itical best. 3) 
Benefits Accrue to the Movement. The goal of the new left is to dismantle out
worn institutions and replace them \·lith better arrangements. Presently ; the 
energies of radical women are not \o7holeheartedly with this effort beca,use it has 
no program which speaks to' their needs! \!omen mobilized where they stand against 
':he nearest oppressor, \vill make their most effective contribution to this process. 

~·Je cannot cover all the bases in such a paper. A few, perhaps the most pressing, 
deserve attention here. 

One of the serious fla\·75 in :rtost radical male thinking is the substitution of goals 
for tactics. The Columbia sit-in.:;, witn·. all of their attendent anti-feminism, 
were guerilla plays. It \'las a good shm·7, and \·7e all applauded from in front of 
our television sets. It lacb~d a tone,. hm·;ever, an important tone and thrust, 

·which should accompany any .such further operations. T'Jomen ·make the same mistake 
when they perform guerrilla theatre at SDS conventions, and. so it is important 
to look for a moment at the Columbia scene. 
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~verybody inside the buildings kne\~ that they remained there only becaus€ the 
administration hesitated, foolishly, to mount its police attack. Nobody thought 
the students \.;ould actually hold Columbia, and subsequent administrators have" 
·dropped the guise of dialogue and moved in immediately '"i th their troops. _The 
action was groovy, but the retrospective analysis is misleading. That operation 
at Columbia cannot be cast parallel \·Jith sieges on Saigon, etc. But most movement 
men are unable to sec it as merely a "royal finger" given the establishment. 
Instead, they talk about occupation and si~ges. Imd because they up the ante on 
their behavior, attempt to make it look like som~thing it was not, women are pulled 
along as support troops, taken in by the rhetoric. A play is a play however you 
cut it. And if the men cannot admit that the movement cannot take tangible ter- 
ritory, \-lomen shouldn't fall into the trap. In radical journals, the tone of 

· a.nalysis should be: "\'Jell, we really shook them up for a \·Jhile--they fell for our. 
revolutionary language and provided a good forum. The next operation, however, 
can't take the same form because they're -on to our game."· I\ lot of movement men 
\.;ould . prefer a Columbia "siege" to telling their parents when to shove it. !md I 
imagine that most of the \'romen \·1ho perform guerilla theatre protests agv.inst male 
chauvinism would find it far more scary to, let us - say, refuse to perform their 
tradi~ional domestic tasks for movement men. Demonstrations in this country are 
still limited to bro functions: 1} radicalizing the participants, and 2) getting 
a point across to the media ·· or a ·constituency. hs long as we remember this, men 
in the movement won't claim the prerogatives of participation in a real "third 
\·Jorld" battle, and \-lomen won't feel obligated, by falling into the analogy, to 
limit themselves to loading the metaphorical guns. 

From looking around these days, it becomes obvious that the radicals of the early 
60's do grm-T older. r·'iost of them are still alive, much t·· their o~m surprise. I\nc1. 
the wiser men· among them are beginning to talk about pros·_,.- 'liDS \-lhich \'Till keep the 
older troops in touch and in action. nomen rriust do the s -_:ne. t'Jhen we begin to 
go about organizing, '"e \•Till have to recognize that we are dealing \v-ith a number 
of constituencies and design our tactics accordingly. I\ radical confrontation for 
one group would be an unavailable option to another. I \vould like to cover · briefly 
some topics which may ·serve in the over-all strategy of female liberation. 

i:1ost \•Jomen are integrated \-lith men in an on-going institutionalized set-up. One 
or t\'10 all female meetings, or even one a month, \;ill not begin to solve _our 
problems or guide our progra~ing intelligently. The particular · need to get 
together is shared by the youngest and the older, married women who have children. 
\·Je are all separated from each other. This does not mean that the constituency 
should meet together--there is no little hostility among older \·!Omen tm1ard what 
they imagine to be their more liberat-ed younger sisters, and the problems differ. 
The tactics \'Till differ. But both <J-roups need to .plan programs in \'Thich ~v-omen can 
meet for extended periods to talk about the political issues of female liberation ; 
lmd this i"!leeting, this talking, in i tsE:l£, is more difficult than we had imagined. 

But \'TOmen are beginning to neet, and they are beginning to 
That some of these discussions produce ideas or actions at 
giggle, and Aunt Thomasinas cat-call, is a measure of what 

talk to each other. 
\V'hich male radicals 

) . 
we are up against. 

The big push to have children, 1·rhether we are married or not, should be :viewed as 
one · of the strong _ links in the chain \·Thich enslaves us. Biological arguments are 
romantically blown out of proportion by me.n. and their "Dr. Joyce Brothers" spokes
men in the female ghetto of the mind. ~·Je .have plenty of so-called biological needs 
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which we have learned to co~trol or rechannel for political purposes. Let us 
remerr.ber that many of us have been willing to exchanye, for principle, 1·1hat are 
bound to be even more basic needs : food, during hunger strikes; and, our lives, 
in police battles and the more extended confrontations on dirt roads in the civil
rights South. Ue were 1·Tilling to face being shot-gunned to death for black voter 
registration; I think we can C.~fer dropping children on cultural command for our 
own thing, if we think that necessary. I am not making a call . for eternal celibacy, 
but for intelligent birth cont::::-ol and a rethinkinc; of the compulsion to have 
children, a compulsion, I am sure, v1hich still t1:oubles even the most "liberated" 
of women. The sarr.e radical \voman 1vbo thinks draft resistance is more important 
than female liberation ends up having a baby, and then she is immobilized for 
both battles. If we take seriously our role in history, we will plan to have or 
not have children on a political basis. 

Se.xuo.J.dy avtd Cilibac.y 

Control over our ovm sexuality is another short-term goal. ~·7e all believe in birth 
control and legalized abortion. HO~<lever, there is little talk of periodic, self
imposed celibacy. \·Ie are brainwashed by the media 11i th sexy commercials and talk 
in the r.10vement about scre1ving as often as possible; many of us have already been 
on the pill for longer than vle can medically afford. And a good many of us, I 
"VlOUld . SUSpect, are desperately SCrewing some guy because "VIe think We should and 
wonder v1hat our friends · vTould think if 1ve didn't at all for a while. Celibacy 
has ahvays been a tool for · those 1vho \vish, for a time, to "stop the 'iTOrld and 
get off." It requires, from an unmarried 1voman, a lot more tir:te to maintain a 
sexual relationship than it does for her male partner; many of these relationships 
are mind-blows as \vell. Ra•.l.ical women could gain a lot :i ·1 time, energy, and 
getting themselves together if they 1vould avail themselvc of this tactic 
occasionally. v-le must stop being pa,vns in the media's sc.~.uali ty game and 
reconsider the whole scene. 

Those radical females already married, but uithout chitdren, should be prepared 
to make a decision aSout how t!:ey 1vill live their lives in order to have time for 
their political activities. R~gardless Hho is \·J·.Y.::-king, going to school, etc. , you 
should demand equc:.l time for your own things_. Ti1is requires your husband to 
assume half of the burden of maintaini~g a home: in terms of cooking, cleaning, 
laundering, entertaining, etc. If he can't do these things now, you can teach 
him. If you plan to live \vith your husband, you '"ill have to begin making changes 
in the 1narital pattern. And the chances are that unless he has a radical analysis 
Hhich is pretty thorough, your marriage '"ill end in divorce if you take this 
route. 

If you have children already_, the most devastating pattern of the male-female 
relationship has set in lo~g ago. If you are serious about political activities 
and fer:~ale liberation,you may have to ma'·.::, important adjustments in your life. 
Presently you vmrk from day ....:break until the time when your husband falls asleep. 
He \vill have to assume enow::rh · of the chilcl. --c«r i ng and housekeeping cho:r:es so that 
you each have equal time off curing each day . !!is posture of dominance will be 
threatened, his time consumed, and his ability to live in "maleville" decimated 
by such a plan. Stop-gap measures such as cc1"munal evening-care centers, and 
communal eating are short-term tactics 1vhich serve the long-term goal of freeing 
Homen up for first c lass personal a~d poli ·t.ical behavior. '•Jhat is central to our 
problem is our com_tJlete al". c nation from· other \·?omen. r-.;e "'ill have to get out of 
our houses and me e t '.vi th th'::t on serious issues. 'rhe most serious for the 
moment· is not the ~-Jar, the oraft, the presidency, the racial problem, but our ·own 
problem. ~·.Je will need each . other's support and advice to achieve liberation. 
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~·!e. will. need . t:im.e . to read, to study, to •.;rite, to debat~, among ourselves. And 
\:lhen we aC1;: p~iiti~ally, we will need time for organizing, etc. 

No Woman -can go this a~one. The territory ahead is new, frightening, and appears 
lonely'-; ~ye must begJn by fC?t"ming organizations which will provide emotional 
support and an il}tel ,l:!:!ctual base for franiing action. If we are to enter "the 
str1,.1ggJ,.e, ·a,nd . in addi~ion, attempt to preserve our marriages, it will require 
group · cq;>.Proache;:;. It will require a realistic ;appraisal of the history of \·TOmen, 
which we must research and compile. It may require new programs for economic 
self-help; in ai?-ticipation of male retribution. 

Underlying .much of the evasiveness, the ap~arent lack of self-confidence, and even 
the downright silliness among women Hhen confronted with the possibility of a 
f~male liberation movement, is the big male gun--the cha.rge of homosexuality. 
Before ·turning to some . current hassles in our movement, many of uhich at least 
partially derive fro:n this question, ue want to i::egin an open discussion of 
homosexuality in the hope that future conferences and priva~e thinking will 
consider the issue. 

Homo.6 ex.uaLU~; 

The radical t·10man, for very specific reasons, is probably more up tight about 
homosexuality than other women. This is one of the curious paradoxes in the 
movement ; in many t·Jays .- movement people tend to maintain some Puritan mores to 
excess. Host of us entered the movement on the basis of simple, middle~class, 
idealistic hang--ups. Our parents taught us all the tenets of "clean living, ;o 

including equality for the races a~d humanity ~aong men, and t~hen we got to 
college \~e recognized that this ~·1as science-fiction. OL•. minds '~ere momentarily 
blm~n, we uent to a meeting some•.-:here, got involved , and ·l fe~~ of us got 
radicalized along the v;ay. t?hile younger radicals tend to be more cynical, 
perhaps have freer life-styles, all of us have a heritage uhich is essentially 
Puritanical. Homosexuality is "t·irong." 

There are political considerations. Those w!1o are actually organiz.i.1;1g. disapprm!c 
of drug use which becomes so extensive tbat the user drops out politiccrll:y ..... j"ie 
look upon . homosexuals t·;ho "''ill not protest openly ;:1.gdinst mores as cop-outs • . -~ 
Imd, while \ ·le ar.e t·;illing to com,l:>at the· social order, t'lhile v;e accept ostracism ~'-

. from our families and live in that t<,.;ilight zone \•Thich is at once inside and 
outside of the system, for self-protection v:e have learned a .thousand tricks to 
forestall the ultimate bust--legal or psychological. Homosexuality, \'le imagine, 
.,.,.ould be too much to add t~ 211 already strained relationship t~i th the society 
in Hhich we dt:..ell. 

And there are practical considerations . ~·!e don 1 t carry t·li th us, as part of our 
move~ent baggage, an understanding of homosexual technique, so our childhood 
excursions appear bland in corr.parison ':lith even the clumsiest heterosexual 
referrent ~ 

The movement places no premiu.-:t on hcmosexuali ty. ~-?hile everybody clamors for 
more mean~ng!ul relationships, more self-expression, more affection, and less 
inhibition . in our SQ<::ial styles , nobody suggests in radical journals that \'le 

mean homosexuality. 1\nything '!Jut t hat; 'lrhat we say is that~ \~ish people 
Hould not define as homosex].l.al the ne1'l hl:"man forms of relationsn~·Te ,.,.ant to 
enjoy. This must have been ,.,.hat the sos men Here playing at the c::_o_nv~ ·--= \'lhen 
they complained to radical \"lOmen that they "aren 1 t supposed to cry or to express 
their love for ea,ch other physically.* For once they v;ere caught in their 0\'m 

bag. 
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t-lomen who turn from men for a time; to look to each other -for political relation
ships, movement thi;1;~ing, and an organiza t:i.onal : ilieu, are bound · to see here· and 
there someone they love. The · slightest measure of female liberation \vill bring 
with it an ability to perceive again the precise qualities and degree of respbn
sivity \vhich inhere in other women. For those in serious communes or political 
trenches, a ·continued fear of homosexuality may be the one last strand by which 
the male order can pull us back into tow. It has been our past error to repress 
the political attraction 111e hav.e for ou!:' own kind. It \vould be equally wrong· to 
turn female communes into anything· less than a tentative experiment with a new 
domestic arrangement; political content >'lill not suffice to fill- the need every 
human has for that place \·Jhere one "slackens the pace at the crossroads, -and 
takes a chance to rest." It.: \vill be in these communes, or their less rigorous 
counterparts in female rediscovery, that ,._,c may learn to d_esign ne\v living arran-
gements v1hich will make · our coexistence v1i th men in the future all the · more · 
equal and all the more humane~ And -, exploriag the possibilities of non-elitist,· 
non-colonial love may teach us. forms of political strength far more valuable than 
guerilla theatre. 

l-Je have got to s ·top thrc~·!ing around terms like 1 fag' , 'pimp 1 
, 

1 queer' ; and 1 dike 1 

to reassure men of our --absoJ.ute loyalty to Utem. This is the language v1hich helps 
to insure that each man has his female slave, and thct: each 1r10man eventually 
becomes- one. 

Indirect male sniping, insinuating hornosexua,li ty is a ho!:'ror >·:hich is · bound to 
attend female liberation activity, has some interesting analogies in -our movement 
experience. It's like the signals southern -,,,hites put out: "If you leave a 
\Vhite and a black alone for fhTe minutes I there IS no tell":ng What might happen . o; 

I\nd it's a lot like red-baiting. Our ans1·1ers to r 2d-bai ·._l_ng will serve us - uell 
here. The charge cf homosexu:x lity--\•Jhich c;ill be more o::cnly voiced by non-move
ment males--stands for a fear of so:nething greate r, as did the charge of communism 
against southern b~~acks and whites 'Jet';::ing together: that they might get 
together. An indi9enous mover.~ent of any people determined -to gain their liber
ation is a more serious threat t.l-1an "cornmunism" or "homosexuality," and the 
charge is merely a delaying tactic to _ ot.struct organization. 

~·!e should begin to talk about homosexuality; be prepared to defend against male 
sniping on the issue. J:.lost Lnportantly, •.-1e should not couch the issue in the 
language of "affection" until \·le can define affectio'n through the experience 
of our ' liberation and then stand by our knowledge, 1·1hatever that may come to be. 

5. SOME CURRENT HASSLES IN THE- VEVELOPI!ENT OF THE !IOVEMENT 

The. Co-Ed ,\iode..t 

Several thoughtful writers have recently suggested that all-female groups be 
organized to fight corporate-liberalisril on the early Black PoHer mod-el. That is, 
these ne111 groups formed to attack ·the dra.£' -t, racism, etc. , would be distinguish
able from traditional movement gi::oups only in their al-l-female composition. 
Presumably I these groups would negotiate lvi th others on a coalition, or as 
!,1arilyn ~·!ebb puts it, a co-ed basis. If there is any need at all for solely 
female political groups, this !_)U't'poseful segregation ·by sex must then mean that 
some women consider themselves--if not an opiJressed.- class--at l e e1st different frorn 
men in a politically relevant v1ay. If men are to be permitted to continue 
defining the movement for us \·;hile. \ve operate in ~:hese co-ed arra ngements, why 
segregate at all, siitce v1e all agree that they do their thing better than 1ve do, 
for no\V, anyway. I suspect that even the formation of such groups as Coret~a 
King's implies something about the female condltion other than anatomy. 
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~'7omen should combine poli ticallv and define for themselves their enemy and describe 
- ~ ---the m~c;:hinery of their .)ppression. He should not promise in advance that we \'lill 

join any sp.ecific issue. ''l~~ think that \·!ell-organized Nor.1en, supportive of each · 
othei, '"iil car~y their share. 

The. ih).Ji.d WoJtR.d /,na-i:og lJ 
~----~~~------------~ 

The thi-;rd world analogy has caused plenty of trouble in .the radical male left. 
Looking _to revolutionary moven,ents in underdeveloped· countries has encouraged a 
sort o! qne-upmpnship desperation to act; and, much to its detriment, the left 
usually only mimics in \'lhat ar:e essentially theatrical performances, the ·real-life 
blood and guts scene of revolutionary movements in action. 

What is so important for \·mmen is that 'He not become -trapped in this frenzied, 
often ir-fational behavior. The Third T·?orld l\nalogy is inappropriate to us.- First, 
the conditions under \·lhich people live in on-going revolutions are simply different 
from ours· and call for different activity. Second, radical \·lomen who invoke the 
Third \·i9rld Analogy are una,::are of the role women have actually played in the 
Cuban, Vietnamese, and Algerian struggles; or, if they describe these· ro1es 
accurateiy, they then romanticize, misq:.1.0t2, and generally . push them off as 
something desirable, when in fact, these roles are pa\·ms of a historical 
circumstance--imperialism--not chosen by those in revolt. 

In female - liberation literature \·:e hear about three groups of \·lOrnen \vho allegedly 
11 \von their freedom" or are \·!inning equality by picking up guns and fighting for 
the national liberation of one or another country. Cuba, the most often cited 
case, qid use Nomen as troops, much as they are used in _ SDS. In the \var, women 
had much the scune status as the female in SDS, and nmv t·, ,._. t the Cuban revolution 
has moved into its cultural phase, \ve know Hhat Castro "'"": .ts them to do: go home, 
cook, take care of the kids. It is true that many women are becoming doctors 
(Russia has more female physic~ans than male; this is the highest rank in the 
"caring for:• professions) • Certainly, a feH are executives in the nationalized 
Ford r'lotors to the South. But the largest female group, the Homen's -Federation, 
"does not crusade to establish the emancipation of women. "* - Of course, "its 
main function is to implement government ,.Iork polj_cies. "* nary Nelson, -v1ho has 
just returned, tells us that nothing basic has c ;nnged in patterns of dominance 
between the sexes. OEO may provide public nurseries for ~'lorkinq v10men before 
Castro gets hep. ;-•hat's the hig h.3.ng--up \·-Jith Cuba? i-~en still ·run it their ·mvn 
\·lay, for their own ends. 

Socialism, or even a commi ttment to soc:i,_alism 1 is vie\'.7ed by trtany i\merican v10men 
as the panacea for their . prob,l.ems. ' :'hy doesn't anybody ever talk about the· 
plight of vlOmen in the socialized r•:i6-:::astern or I,.frican nations? 

t-1oN, r-1arilyn ~Jebb is cooL She can strain the analogy bet\<Jeen the U.S. left and 
the NLF just enough to make it look reasc:1able for the American women.- • . ..rho c::m' t 
be in the black thing 1 and ·"'ant to' do some J::hing 1 to think of -themselves as Viet
namese. ~-~hat \'le have got t.o recognize is that Homen livinq in Viet 1-!am face very 
different. circumstances than our m-m. Their c:--.ildren, and they themselves, are 
beirig murdered daily 1 and a third of the . popu1:d:ion goes about -missing a limb. 
Under constant military attack, it is necessary to defer de~igning new institut
ions in ·order to preserve lifG itself; Vietnamese \·lomen have no choice. ~ -1e should 
admit that we are not in the same -position. •·Te \':ho support draft resistance are 
not bei~g literally -shelled out of existen~e. nnd more to _the point, women who 
merely suppo:r_t _ draft r0sistance are not doing all they can in ':That is an essentially 

---·--~---* "Cuban ~-7omer:t," by ~-1ary t-'elson 1 'VUE·t, June 1968 
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devolutionary movement. Ir. the United States, women ought to be organizing wome~, 
as their proper constituency , to add to the growing number of disaffe cted quarters . 
In a country which is on the offensive in the world, our job i s to r eorganize our 
institutions so that they are no longer vfable instruments of colonialism ar.d \'lar. 
Marilyn tells us that Vietn&mese women · found out that the only way they can get 
equality is to parti8ipate in the na"ti.onal political struggle. The strict ana'iogy 
between Viet Nam and the United States is more r f:.J.listically phrased: American 
women would get a lot more equality if they gave militant support to our nationa l 
struggle: to coloni ze, to murder, to enslave. ~·he most proper third world analogy 
I have heard is the "eerie, h igh pi t c!-wd wail of the Algerian women." That is 
already our m-m. 

Somebody very courageously put this phr~se into the female manifesto at last year's 
SDS CONVENTION, and ever since, ~1omen h<nre been taking it 'back or redefining it to 

· spare the male ego. There is great value in naming your enemy. The definition 
of the phrase goes: Surnam2 of Nicolas Chauvin, soldier of Napoleon I, notorious 
for his bellicose attachment to ·the iost i~perial cause: militant, unreasoning 
devotion to one's race, S E:x , e tc. ,. •·Ti t h contempt for other races, the opposite 
sex, etc. : as, male chau·Jinism. The phrase m=J.kes some sense, and if you apply 
it ·to men in general, rather t.i-lan t e> t he nice guy you're living \·Ti th (this comes 
later), that' ·s more or less where it's at. 

The argument over terninology really stands for a much more important proposition 
one to uhich Carl Oglesby addressed himself some time ago.· He presented a very 
significant speech in which he kerrt re.J?eating to this effect: Let 1 s stop talking 
about General Motors, the Poverty Program, or the Justic '· Department; let's call 
it by its name; i 1: has a name, and that name is the syst-. :· .1 ; Ne 1 re not going to 
sblve the problem by attack ~:.i1g General f.lotors; the systeir: is the enemy ;:> let's 
~all it by its name. The drive for domination, be it genetic or learned, which 
so aptly characterizes the male sex, finds larger expression i n our national 
posture. ~·Je may decide later , as the female liberation 'tlovement matures , that 
our real job is to c.c throt1e t he king--an entire !:ex bred f or ma s ·tery--and replace 
it \'lith an order \·J!' ich more clos e ly corres ponds v:ith the 1.:raditional female 
approach: attention to personal needs , caring f ' r others, making decisions on 
the basis of a mul ti tude of hu;;tan data . If this be our goal, ,.,e must, as must 
all oppressed people, assume for a t ime an adversary stance (unaccus tomed for 
women)--tm.,rard our oppressors. Since such a stance p laces a premium on winning, 
we are going to have .to name ..... hat it is that ':Te >-.Tant to vlin, and against whom; 
that requires' naming goals and the enemy . 

In the life of each .woman, the most immediate oppressor, however unwilling he 
may be in theory to play that role, is '' the man. " Even if \ve prefer to view him 
as merely a pawn in the ga~e, he 's still the foreman on t he big plantation of 
malevi lle. And that<~·plar,tation has e. name. r.Jhile ;•male chauvinism" isn't se>.cred , 
if we're searching for a be tter name for t :1e e nemy, let's not de.::scalate. 

So-Ca-U.e..d Femate E.U.Wm C!.V'..d :.!o.l.e. U.b c.Jtc{.t~c: r~ G.'LOW9.6 
----'-- ·-- ·- .. . . .. . ·-·- · ... . . . . ·- - ·-- - - --'--

It turns out that men at the SDS convention this summer got hacked off having to 
drink beer waiting for t he \·1omen to r e turn from political d i scus sion . They started 
talking about the oppressive aspects of the male roles given them . Like when a 
whi tc person first realizes that racism h~rts him too . ~·!ell fine, if men want 
to form male liberation groups , they should go ahead. But Hhat we must under
stand is that in the area of sex, a male liberation group could be to female 
liberation what "SPONGE" is to the black revolution. That is, I wonder if thes e 
male groups will focus on supporting us, \·1hen ':le want them, in our attacks on 
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the male order; or, will they attempt to liberute themselves at our further 
expense. From Susan Surtheim's report,* the impulse for :nale liberation groups 
sounds reactionary, and in our community, when the term is used, it is often 
accompained by a particularly vengeful smirk . 

However, as we have already suggested, ,.,i th a separation of the sexes, real or 
political, some men might come to a more humane understanding of what it means 
to be a man. And if this is the program the . men intend to pursue, let them go. 
But let them go it alone. ~·re must remember that there is a great difference 
between an -organization of the dominant and an organization of the oppressed, 
whatever sweet language attempts to fuse the two (as for example, Johnson's g~unt~ 
ing out, "tve Shall Overcome"). 

Susan Surtheim, who wants to invite men to female liberation meetings, and '"ho 
supports the idea of male liberation groups, assumes that the problem is limited 
to psychological flaws in sexual roles; in fact, the problem is political and does 
not call for desegregated soul searching. t-7e don't need T groups. And as one Q( 
the Canadian '"omen has observed, men will not participate democratically in 
decision-making that disrupts their lives. 

The hysterical and reactionary responses of men at the SDS convention this 
summer--the charges of female elitism aj:d the call for male liberation groups.-~ 
will serve their function tvi th \'lOmen \-lho insist upon an NAACP approach to their 
condition: half-assed attempts to recapture some half-assed female territory. 

6. SOME URGEMT PRIORITIES 

As we begin talking to women about female liberation, me ~· : of them accept our· 
description of our lot •r1ith little argument. But they dv come on with honest 
fears about engaging in the movement, and they tell us hm-1 incompetent (inferi.or) 
they feel, how they lack self-confidence (have been braimmshed), how they don't 
have much time (got a lot of custodial tasks on the home front), and most importa~t 
ho\'1 they're scared. 

Being afraid has been a genuine rtsponse of oppressed people to their initial 
encounter with a v~s~on of liberation. As is always the case, discipline and 
organization are the antidote, the ;means by ;.thich the exploited are dra\'m out 
of the routine of their ghettos. Ne cannot meet fear t'lith rhetoric or statistics, 
t•7e must become ready to organize, support, and act .• 

As radical '"omen, \'le must set the tone, and there are several things we can begin 
doing now. Ne can discuss the problems of organizing uncommitted women and design
ing for them support facilities \·Thich v1ill free them up for political behavior. 
Ne can get clear about our mvn history. ~·!e should elevate our own, and there 
really are some groovy twmen in the movement. He can begin to think about our 
proper relationships to our d~rivative movements, to the men we know and to men 
as a class. The professionals among us can look into legal discrimination and 
the lies about our history. 1ve can support the newsletter and the journal and 
write out and exchange our . thoughts in these media. And, we can begin to think 
about organizing projects, pacing and fashioning them, so · that they speak to 
American women about their condition and encourage them to join the movement. 

A good u.s. newsletter, VOICE OF THE WOt:E/11 1 S LIBERATION MOVH!EMT, has already 
started. It serves well the functions of rapid communication, morale-building, 
and reporting of organizational activity. Dee Ann Pappas has begun a journal ~ 
\'lhich offers a forum for larger organizational issues, studies on women, the 
history of women, and female art. i-larilyn ~·Jebb and others ·have already initiated 
some fascinating organizing projects. 

*t-7omen Shake up SDS Session, Guardi.zn., June 28, 1968 -36 



A PER.SOiJ,\L SUMMARY 
June. 17, 7968 

I had saved this particular evenin& for reviewing our paper, perhaps to add and 
change a word or two. But I cannot approach the task properly, because today I 
witnessed once more that sort of oppression which drives one back into the thick 
of the movement. And as I sit here in pocrly controlled rage, I realize that 
there is one thing '"e have omitted from our paper which I must try to fill in no"' . 

The media warn us daily of a national and even international Apocalypse. ~·Je who 
have experienced the movement--even as troops in the battles of others--know so 
well that for many people the Day of Doom has been the measure of their years and 
the only Revelation of their lives. Political and emotional devastation are the 
weird bread and w~ne--the vinegared communion--of the Damned. Our experience 
attunes us to these people, their lives , but they move among us, except l>hen we 
know rage, only as metaphors for our understanding of the social order. 

And in our paper we have not yet spoken of that indignation, that rage--perhaps 
the essence of militancy--1-~llich almost never finds its way into movement writing 
but which surely must be the i ;npetus for our commi ttment. Tonight I am 1·1i th the 
rage, an old friend now. And since for me, at any rate, that rage has always been 
the maelstrom in which I come to recall again my own alienation , my own political 
powerlessness, the peculiar prison of my female tlays, as Nell as my passion for 
my comrades, I 1vant to share it in this context. 

The occasion is one 1·1e all have known. I was writing earlier of a friend who had 
spent several months in jail. This morning I watched wh ;_le a southern judge 
racked her again on another charge, and this one carryir..~ r a big penalty. No 
bail; no appeal--off to the prisonhouse with one of the ·~· est and most beautiful 
of my generation and my sex. Can 1·:e alloH this to be our Coda? 

l'le gathered up her children and sent the1r. to safety, out of reach of the greedy 
juvenile officers. i·ly husband and I reordered her now silent house, locked the 
doors again. Because this rare, rE:.re, 1-:hi te woman had become a sort of Che in 
another land than her own , th e black co8amni ty will pop off tonight. But 1·.re 
1wrry very little about our safety nm.;, for this kind of rage makes one brave and 
negligent of the usual curious defens es. Cilr o l Thomas felt it so often,· herself 
moving 1~ith the doomed , 1vas brave so often, 1~as enraged so often, and now is 
racked by the Savage Society, as she so often had been before. Carol, my sister, 
they have got you again in that '..lgl y place t hey build as a refuge fr:om themselves. 

We have not conned ourselves into politic&l paralysis as an excuse for inaction-
lve are a subjugated caste. !'/e need to develop a f emale movement, most importantly, 
because '"e must fi ght this social order \tith all of t he faculties 1·1e have got, 
and those in full gear. And , we must be liberated so that we can turn from our 
separate domestic desperati on--our own Apocalypse of t he Damned--toward an exer
cise of social rage against each dying of the light. We must get our stuff 
together, begin to dismantle this syst em's deadly soci a l and military toys, and 
stop the mad dogs who rule us every place we 're nt. 

"I am my brother's keeper" is the cautious altruism of those who are themselves 
enchained. Rather: "I Am ;.!y Brother's Brother , ,,1y Sister's Sis ter." \'!omen 
together, sustaining each otlter polit ically, restored to an affection for each 
other, and unburdening themselves of their struggle with men, must move to take 
that Savage Society apart. 
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